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1Introduction

The word Nano is a prefix meaning extremely small that came from theGreek word nanos meaning dwarf. It was introduced at the 14th conferenceof the Union Internationale de Chimie as a prefix for units of one billionthpart (1×10−9).The basic understanding of the physical, chemical, and biological prop-erties of the materials at this atomic and near-atomic scale is covered by thefield, nanoscience, while the controlled manipulation of these properties tocreate materials and functional systems with unique capabilities is dealt bythe field, nanotechnology. However, the term nanotechnology is commonlyused to describe both the science and technology of this field. Apparently,nanotechnology owns a big role in revolutionizing our day to day life. Beinghighly multidisciplinary, it covers a broad range of applications in physics,biology, chemistry, engineering, materials science, medicine and many more(see Figure 1.1).Richard P. Feynman was the first scientist who proposed the concept thatdevices and materials can be fabricated at atomic specifications without theviolation of the laws of physics. In 1959, in a lecture titled “There is plenty of
room at the bottom“, he asked: “why cannot we write the entire 24 volumes
of the Encyclopedia Britannica on the head of a pin?". Due to the lackof necessary tools to manipulate and visualize matter on that scale at thatperiod of time, it took several decades to realize his idea. Then, scanningtunneling microscope was invented in 1981 [1] and research activities in thefield of nanotechnology started to increase. Meanwhile, huge advancementsin the field of electron microscopy and nanofabrication were also made, andthereby it was possible to visualize, produce and study processes at thenanoscale level.With the advanced tools, new concepts came up and revealed that whenmaterials are reduced to the nanoscale they show extraordinary behavior.Their optical, electrical, thermal, chemical and magnetic properties deviateremarkably from the conventional bulk behavior. Properties such as melt-ing point, fluorescence, electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability, andchemical reactivity change as a function of the size of the particle. Princi-pally, there are two reasons for this observation: (1) quantum mechanicaleffects becomes dominant at the nanoscale leading to novel physics and
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2 Chapter 1 : Introduction

Figure 1.1: Application areas of nanotechnology.
chemistry, and (ii) surface and interface effects come into play due to highsurface-to-volume ratio in nanostructured materials resulting in the dis-play of exceptional characteristics. This phenomenon was unknown in themacroscale and attracted immediate attention from researchers.Even nowadays, novel nanoscale phenomena are being explored andutilized to bring about the maximum functionality in future devices. This re-quires a systematic study of nanoscale processes, where unconventional andnew rapid prototyping techniques for fabricating and characterizing nano-components can play an important role.
1.1 NanofabricationThe techniques used for nanofabrication and characterization must alloweasy design, fabrication and manipulation of nanoparticles/nanostructures.Generally, nanofabrication techniques are divided into two main classes: (1)bottom-up and (2) top-down, see Figure 1.2. The distinction between themlies in the way how nanostructures are created. The top-down approachinvolves sculpting down a bulk piece of material to nanoscale dimensionsby means of mechanical, chemical or any other process. Some examples ofthis approach are photo-lithography, X-ray lithography [2], e-beam lithog-raphy [3], near-field optical lithography [4, 5], multi-photon optical lithog-raphy [6, 4] and nanoimprinting. Top-down processes are still the dominantnanofabrication techniques but they suffer from several restrictions. Theyare confined to planar substrates, rely on the use of photoresists, and in-clude a subsequent number of process steps to transform structures into thedesired architecture. In contrast, the bottom-up [7] approach selectively as-semble atomic- and molecular-scale components to form large and complexnanostructures.Increased performance and added functionality, at lower cost, is antici-pated in devices relying on three-dimensional (3D) attributes. One paradig-matic example of such an envisioned device is racetrack memory [8], shownin Figure 1.3. A racetrack is basically a ferromagnetic nanowire, where theinformation is encoded in magnetic domains patterned along a portion of thewire. The magnetic domains of opposite magnetizations are separated by
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Figure 1.2: Top-down and Bottom-up approaches for Nanofabrication. Thetop-down approach involves breaking a big piece of material into smallerpieces, while bottom-up approach creates complex nanostructures fromsmall-sized components.
a region, called as domain wall (DW). Highly spin-polarized current pulsesmove the entire domain wall pattern coherently along the length of the wirefor reading and writing. Highest storage density is offered by the verticalconfiguration, as compared to its two dimensional (2D) counterpart, by stor-ing the pattern in a U-shaped nanowire standing normal to the plane of thesubstrate.While 3D nanofabrication has attracted the attention of researchers fordecades, the realization of true 3D structures is still a substantial chal-lenge. Therefore, in this thesis, we employ two “non-planar“ bottom-uptechniques, focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) and focusedion beam induced deposition (FIBID) for the fabrication of nanostructuresin 3D. A particular emphasis is given on exploring the use of FEBID grownferromagnetic materials for nanomagnetism and spintronics applications.
1.2 Focused electron beam induced deposition and focused

ion beam induced depositionThe basic principle of FEBID is straightforward and illustrated in Figure 1.4.Specifically chosen gaseous molecules containing the element to be de-posited, known as precursors, are injected into the vacuum chamber of aSEM or TEM with the help of a gas injection system. The electron beamis then scanned over the substrate surface in a predefined fashion. Theelectrons interact with the precursor molecules adsorbed on the substratesurface causing their dissociation into volatile and non-volatile parts. Thevolatile components are pumped away from the system leaving behind thenon-volatile part, which is known as the deposit. As the beam induced reac-tion occurs only locally, i.e. at or around the irradiated area, high resolutionpatterns can be defined with great accuracy.FEBID can be written as a simple chemical reaction as :
P + e− → D + V + e− (1.1)
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Figure 1.3: (a) A schematic of racetrack memory in vertical configuration,where data is encoded as a pattern of magnetic domains along a portionof magnetic wire. Spin polarized current pulses are used to drive the DWsin a coherent motion (b) By measuring the tunnel magnetoresistance of amagnetic tunnel junction connected to the racetrack, stored data can be read.(c) The fringing fields of a DW moved in a second ferromagnetic nanowire,oriented perpendicular to the storage nanowire, can enable writing of data.(d) Arrays of racetracks built on a chip to enable high-density storage. Imagetaken from [8].
where P is the precursor molecule adsorbed on the substrate surface, D isthe deposit and V is the volatile reaction product.FEBID has received notable attention due to its unique capability todirectly write 3D nano-patterns with high-resolution, few examples of whichare displayed in Figure 1.5. In scanning electron microscope (SEM) basedsystems, nanostructures with a resolution of about 3 nm have been alreadyachieved [9], while this number goes to about 1 nm in transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) based systems [10]. FEBID offers a simplified processwith a smaller number of process steps and no use of resist to avoid anyresist based contamination, as in other conventional lithographic techniques(see Figure 1.6). A large selection of starting materials facilitates the de-position of metallic, semiconducting and insulating nanostructures with ad-ditional possibility of alloying. High pattern flexibility and alignment capa-bility enable working with single nanosize objects such as nanowires andnanotubes. The electron beams can be focused to diameters ranging fromnanometer level to micrometer level, allowing easy fabrication of structuresin nano and microscale. Simultaneously imaging allows the direct in situinspection and modification of the fabricated structure, during the processof deposition. Flat as well as irregular shaped substrates can be used. The
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Figure 1.4: Pictorial representation of the focused electron beam induceddeposition (FEBID) process. The precursor molecules coming out from thenozzle get dissociated by the action of an electron beam. The volatile prod-ucts leave the chamber and the non-volatile product stays on the substrate,and which is called as deposit.
maskless feature provides high processing flexibility. Excellent reviews havebeen published in the recent years discussing the various aspects of FEBID[11, 12, 13].FIBID is analogous to FEBID in its capability to create sub-micron fea-tures with nanometer resolution, but it makes use of an ion beam ratherthan an electron beam. Ions being heavier than electrons can be used torealize additional functionalities like substrate etching, material removaland cutting other than deposition. Moreover, due to higher probability ofion-molecule collisions, better precursor-molecule decomposition and effec-tive momentum transfer, FIBID has a higher deposition rate over FEBID [14].
In other words, FEBID and FIBID can be termed as chemical vapor de-position techniques induced by electron and ion beams, respectively. Inthe last decade, both have demonstrated an outstanding performance andfound various applications in areas such as circuit editing, repairing pho-tomasks [15, 16], fabricating electronic [17] and hybrid [18] nanodevices,nanoelectrodes and nanocontacts [17, 19, 20], optical antennas [21], scan-ning probes [21, 22], nanotweezers [23], TEM specimens, soldering carbonnanotubes [24], ferromagnetic [25, 26] and superconducting wires [27] andalloys [28, 29, 30]. A FEI Nova Nanolab 600i dual beam was used to carryout FEBID and FIBID based depositions presented in this thesis.
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Figure 1.5: SEM images of complex 3D architectures fabricated using fo-cused electron beam induced deposition process. (a) a model of Herz-Jesu-Kirche Cathedral [32] (b) FEBID-Tower [33] (c) nano-dentures [34] and (d)a nano chess board [35].
1.3 SpintronicsDue to the continuous scaling down, the semiconductor industry is facingmany technical challenges, such as financial, physical and technical limita-tions. It is getting more difficult to follow Moore’s law [31] that has beenadjudicating the roadmap of semiconductor industry since 1960’s. Therefore,alternatives are searched for a next-generation technology that uses somenon charge based computational state variables and/or employ novel mag-netic switching mechanisms. Spintronics has emerged as a promising postcomplementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) alternative that makesuse of the electron’s spin in addition to its charge to create a remarkablenew generation of devices. Here, it is worthwhile to understand that “whatmakes spin so special?". From a scientific and technological point of view,three key features can be distinguished. First, the spin is related to themagnetism and therefore finds applications in non-volatile information stor-age. Second, the intrinsic quantum nature of the spin facilitates its use inquantum computing. Last but not least, it has the potential of providing highspeed and low power solutions that are becoming increasingly important fornanoscale electronics.Thereby, driven by high-speed capability, low operation voltage andlogic-in-memory scenarios, spintronics offers a new paradigm of electronicswith novel possibilities. The giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [36] and tun-neling magnetoresistance (TMR) [37] have been the key milestones in the
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Figure 1.6: The figure shows comparison between lithography, involvingmultiple process steps and, single-step FEBID/FIBID process.
field, leading to a Nobel prize in 2007 for the discovery of GMR. Based onthis idea, reading heads based on GMR and TMR could already producehard disk drives (HDD) with increased data density [38].Another interesting application area, also relevant to the work carriedout in this thesis, is nanomagnetic logic (NML), which makes use of thebistable magnetizations directions of nanomagnets as binary bits 0 and 1.The nanomagnets are placed close to each other in a specific configura-tion and the information is processed among the neighboring nanomagnetsvia magnetic dipole-dipole interactions. Computing information in this wayprovides a low power alternative to the conventional transistors.
1.4 FEBID-ferromagnets for spintronicsBecause of their relevance in spintronics applications, FEBID-ferromagnetshave been extensively studied in the last decades, in both two and threedimensions. They have been investigated for their underlying growth mech-anism [39], composition [40], magnetotransport properties [41, 42, 43], domainwall motion [44] and magnetic logic [45]; see Figure 1.7 for a few typicalexamples. However, the low purity displayed by FEBID-based deposits stillremains one of the crucial issues. Also, moving to the third dimension addsmore complexity as it affects the purity. This is because the purity in 3D ishighly sensitive to the proper tuning of the process parameters, limiting theuse of FEBID for 3D nanofabrication. Taking these factors into considera-tion, in the present work, we focus on the deposition of highly pure and high
quality ferromagnets. Further, we investigate these ferromagnets for theiruse in different spintronic applications by using FEI Nova 600i NanoLabdual beam as fabrication tool.
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Figure 1.7: Broad range of magnetic applications of FEBID-grown 2D and3D ferromagnetic nanostructures. SEM images are shown for (a) a hybridnanodevice formed by combining magnetic and superconducting elementsin a so called “Andreev reflection“ configuration [46] (b) A magnetic Hallsensor with only 150 nm wide active area [18] (c) NAND/NOR gates usingmagnetic nanowires [45] (d) magnetic scanning probe tips [47] (e) 3D mag-netic nanowires grown at 45◦ angle to the horizontal [48] and (f) magneticnano-spirals [48].
Regarding the choice of the magnetic material, both iron (Fe) and cobalt(Co) have been widely studied due to their excellent ferromagnetic proper-ties. However, in the case of FEBID-Fe, under standard high-vacuum condi-tions and without any further annealing or purification process, the maximumreported Fe content in 2D is limited to a maximum of about 80 atomic per-centage (at.%) [45]. High beam currents can be employed, in some cases, toincrease this metallic content, but it imposes a limitation on the maximumachievable lateral resolution.In comparison to the Fe-based nanostructures, Co-based FEBID nanos-tructures, grown using Co2(CO)8 precursor, usually show higher metal con-tent. Even with low beam currents, Co2(CO)8 precursor produces a Co con-tent of about 90 at.% [18], which can be further increased up to 95 at.%when high beam currents are employed [25]. The reason behind the excel-lent performance shown by the Co deposits comes from the use of Co2(CO)8compound as precursor. This precursor has a low spontaneous dissociationtemperature (about 100◦C), indicative of low binding energy of precursormolecules, helping their easy dissociation by the action of electrons.The decomposition reactions resulting in metallic cobalt from Co2(CO)8,via the formation of Co4(CO)12 as intermediate species, are shown belowwith their respective temperature window:
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2Co2 (CO) 8 20−80◦C−−−−−→ Co4 (CO) 12 + 4CO (1.2)

Co4 (CO) 12 >100◦C−−−−→ 4Co+ 12CO (1.3)Due to the excellent properties exhibited by the Co2(CO)8 precursor,Co-based nanostructures display high purity in FEBID, under standard de-position conditions. The purity of the deposits is important as it stronglyinfluences the electrical and magnetic properties of the fabricated nanos-tructures. As an example, using the Co2(CO)8 precursor, the deposits hav-ing low Co content (<80 at.%) have shown semiconducting and paramag-netic/superparamagnetic behavior, while deposits with high Co content (>90at.%) have shown metallic and ferromagnetic behavior [49].Therefore, considering the superior properties of the Co2(CO)8 precur-sor, we utilize the same for growing (Co-based) magnetic nanostructures inour thesis. It also provides the highest metal content among all magneticmaterials installed in our dual beam system. Using Co2(CO)8 precursor, wereport for the first time the fabrication of highly pure (>95 at.%) magneticnano-deposits with high resolution, in 3D. This high purity is obtained byproper tuning of deposition parameters. Chapter 3 of the thesis describesthe fabrication and characterization of such highly pure 3D nanostructures.Not only we grow highly pure and high quality magnetic nanostructuresin this work, we also explore their use in various applications of spintron-ics and nanomagnetism by exploiting different expertise of FEBID. Theseapplications include: (i) use of arrays of Co nanomagnets for applicationsin nanomagnetic logic, (ii) fabrication and investigation of novel a physicalphenomenon in ferromagnet-superconductor based hybrid nanodevices, (iii)manipulation of single nano-objects, such as nanowires and (iv) controllingdomain wall motion through a magnetic wire by stray fields of nearby placedmagnetic nanomagnets. Figure 1.8 pictorially introduces these applicationsinvestigated in this thesis.
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Figure 1.8: Different magnetic applications investigated in Chapters 4, 5and 6, using FEBID-cobalt as magnetic material. SEM images are shownfor (a) Arrays of FEBID-cobalt nanopillars investigated for Nanomagneticlogic (b) Nanocontacts between FEBID-cobalt and FIBID-tungsten createdin an Andreev Reflection geometry (c) Domain wall (DW) pinning inducedby stray fields originating from FEBID-Co nanopillars (d) Single nanowiremanipulation using Kliendiek micromanipulators. SEM images (a) and (c)are taken by tilting the sample stage to 52 degrees.
Taking into account the diversity among different investigated applica-tions, their detailed introduction is presented in the individual Chapters 4,5 and 6. However, a brief introduction is provided in the upcoming section.

1.5 Investigated applications
FEBID-Co nanopillars for Nanomagnetic LogicFree standing vertical nanostructures can be grown with great ease usingFEBID where the height of the deposit can be tuned by changing the dwelltime of the electron beam (dwell time is the time for which the beam stays
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at one position). Utilizing this feature, arrays of FEBID-cobalt nanomag-nets (in the form of pillars) are grown for the applications in NML andinvestigated using magnetic force microscopy, see Figure 1.8(a). The aspectratio (height/diameter) of these nanopillars and their inter-pillar spacing arevaried to achieve antiferromagnetic coupling among the neighboring nano-magnets, a pre-requisite for NML. In NML, a high magnetic field is requiredto reset the magnetization of all the nanomagnets in their hard axis direc-tion. We applied this magnetic field in two different ways: (1) using a globalmagnetic field and (2) Oersted field via current carrying copper wire placedunderneath the nanomagnets. We emphasize on the latter configurationas FEBID-based nanomagnets are integrated for the first time with the socalled “on-chip“ clocking, supported by the obtained promising preliminaryresults.
Multi-channel Andreev Reflection in FEBID/FIBID based Co-W nanocon-
tactsThe next application makes use of the extraordinary properties displayedby materials grown by FEBID and FIBID for making hybrid nanodevices.A nanosize contact is formed by joining a piece of a FEBID-grown cobaltmagnet with a piece of FIBID-grown tungsten superconductor in the layoutof “Andreev Reflection“ configuration, see Figure 1.8(b). The analysis ofconductance-voltage characteristics of such a device provides valuable in-formation about the junction and the (constituent) material parameters (forexample, spin polarization of ferromagnets, order parameter of superconduc-tors). The deviations from the ideal behavior, if any, can be used to explorenovel physical mechanisms emerged out as a result of the combination ofthese two different classes of materials.
Domain wall pinning with FEBID-Co nanopillarsThe pinning and propagation of domain walls (DWs) in a well-controlledmanner is one of the key requirements in nano-wire data storage devicessuch as so-called magnetic racetrack memory [8]. The writing and reading ofthe data in such devices is achieved via the motion of these DWs. In order toobtain a complete control over DW motion, well-defined and reliable pinningsites are required. These pinning sites can be created by several means, forexample, by introducing localized external magnetic fields, spin-polarizedcurrents and geometrical variations, such as bends and notches. This formsthe motivation for our next explored application, where FEBID-grown Conanomagnets are used as tunable pinning sites for studying domain wallmotion, as can be seen in Figure 1.8(c). The stray fields originating fromthese nanopillars can facilitate efficient domain wall pinning at the placeof their maximum field strength. Here, we utilize the local deposition capa-bility of FEBID at the nanoscale to place magnetic nano-objects close to amagnetic domain wall conduit, where the DW propagation is investigated.
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Single nanowire manipulationMicro-manipulation and characterization of objects ranging in size fromnano- to micro-meter dimensions have attracted huge research interest inthe last few decades. Specifically nanowires are considered as the potentialbuilding blocks for nanoscale future electronic devices due to their uniqueproperties. Often, there is a need to transport and assemble these nanowires.However, their controlled manipulation is still one of the biggest challenge.In the last application, we profit from the presence of both, the electron andthe ion beams in the same (dual beam) system to manipulate and electricallycontact single nanowires, with the help of micro-manipulators. By combin-ing the two capabilities of the dual beam, the local deposition (by FEBID)and the local etching (by FIBID), we demonstrate a procedure to trans-port single nanowires, irrespective of their being metallic, semiconductingor insulating nature. We show their manipulation from one substrate to theanother and precise placement at pre-patterned metal contacts (see Fig-ure 1.8(d)). Nanowires manipulated in this way can be reliably used forelectrical, magnetic or other type of characterizations.
1.6 Thesis outlineChapter 1 presented a short overview of the field of nanotechnology and itsimportance in present day electronics. Spintronics was briefly discussed asa post CMOS alternative for creating future generation electronics devicesutilizing the spin property of the electron. Later, FEBID was introduced asa nanofabrication technique to grow nanostructures for their possible usein spintronics applications. Chapter 2 gives more insight into the FEBIDdeposition process. The underlying physical mechanisms are discussed, andthe challenges encountered when FEBID is chosen for deposition as com-pared to other non conventional lithographic techniques. The dual beamtool is explained together with the discussion about functioning of variousconstituent parts separately.As will be explained in Chapter 2, one of the biggest drawbacks withFEBID is the limited purity of the deposited structures. The deposits arealways contaminated with some amounts of carbon and oxygen. This effectgets even more pronounced when the nanostructures are grown in 3 dimen-sions. Chapter 3 deals with the fabrication of highly pure nanostructures in3D by means of controlled beam parameters and optimized system condi-tions. The Chapter also introduces a highly specialized 3D characterizationtechnique known as atomic probe tomography which is capable of accuratelydetermining the elemental composition as well as spatial arrangement ofatoms in the deposited 3D nanostructures.Chapter 4, 5 and 6 are based on different applications of FEBID grownferromagnetic materials in nanomagnetism and spintronics, shown in Fig-ure 1.8. In Chapter 4, arrays of five Co nanopillars, grown on the top ornext to a current carrying (copper) wire, are investigated for applicationsin nanomagnetic logic (NML). A SEM image of two such arrays placed onthe top of a copper wire is shown in Figure 1.8(a). Two major parameters,namely, aspect ratio of pillars and inter-pillar spacing between them are
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varied among several arrays, while these parameters remain same withinsame array. The response of these arrays to magnetic clocking cycle isinvestigated. The magnetic clocking cycle is applied by two ways: (1) byapplying global magnetic field and (2) via Oersted field generated by pass-ing a current through the wire beneath the pillars. The correct configuration,for using these nanomagnets in NML, is when the neighboring nanomagnetswithin the array align antiferromagnetically. Magnetic force microscopy isused to analyze the antiferromagnetic coupling as well as the proper func-tioning of nanomagnets in response to magnetic clocking cycles.Another application of FEBID, relying on fabrication and investigationof functional hybrid devices is discussed in Chapter 5 and shown in Fig-ure 1.8(b). FEBID grown ferromagnetic Co and superconducting tungsten,grown using FIBID, are contacted to each other in a so called “point-contactAndreev-Reflection“ configuration. A systematic study is made for thesepoint contacts by conducting conductance-voltage measurements. Simula-tions are carried out and a physical model is given to explain the observedexperimental outcome.Chapter 6 explores two different applications of FEBID at a preliminarylevel. In the first application, magnetic nanopillars are grown next to a do-main wall conduit. The magnetic stray fields are generated by such magneticnanopillars. Simulations and experiments are carried out to investigate therole of these stray fields in controlling the domain wall motion through theconduit.In the second application of Chapter 6, FEBID and FIBID are combinedlyused. A way of transporting single nanowires from one place to anotherand electrically contacting them in a precise and well-controlled manneris demonstrated, with the help of manipulating probes (see Figure 1.8(d)).These single wires can be later used for further characterization, creation ofhybrid devices and incorporation into devices etc. Also, the electrical prop-erties of single nanowires can be directly probed using this procedure. Inthe present work, electrical measurements on an InAs nanowire are demon-strated as an example.





2Focused-electron- and ion-beam
induced deposition

The focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) process involves a
complex deposition mechanism and therefore requires thorough understand-
ing. There is an interplay between various interdependent process param-
eters that play an important role in the overall FEBID process and it is
difficult to have a complete control over all of them. These parameters are
discussed in more details in this Chapter, together with the working princi-
ple of FEBID and involved physical and chemical processes. Specific details
of the dual beam equipment are also explained for a better understanding.

2.1 IntroductionNowadays focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) can be con-sidered as a well-known nanofabrication technique, in the earlier times mostof the FEBID related reports were based on unwanted artifacts observed inelectron microscopy, such as carbon contamination. In 1934, Stewart [50]was the first who reported this effect and described it as a “very insidious
and prevalent source of error“. Later, the investigations revealed that theelectron induced interaction caused the dissociation and polymerization ofthe organic vapors present in the vacuum system, resulting in the formationof carbon-based compounds [51, 52, 53]. Already in 1961, Baker and Morris[54] made the first real use of FEBID by depositing large area metallic filmswith various organometallic vapors. In 1976, electron-beam induced disso-ciation phenomena were used to carry out sub-100 nm depositions [55]. Inthe 1980s, precursor gases were deliberately added to the SEM systemsto deposit a wide range of other materials, which led to the foundation ofFEBID research activities.
2.2 Associated Physics with FEBIDThere are three major interactions governing FEBID, namely: (i) substrate-precursor interactions, (iii) electron-substrate interactions and, (iii) precursor-electron interactions. These interactions play an important role in determin-ing the final properties of FEBID-grown materials.The substrate surface acts as a platform for interaction between theelectrons (incoming/emitted) and the precursor molecules. The precursor
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Figure 2.1: The interaction of primary electrons with substrate causes emis-sion of different types of particles by virtue of elastic and inelastic collisions.These collisions leads to the formation of an onion-shaped interaction vol-ume of scattering events just below the point of irradiation.
molecules sticking to the substrate surface are dissociated by the action ofelectrons. It is, therefore, important to understand the interactions betweenthe precursor molecules and the substrate, which decides the probability ofoccurrence of any dissociation event.When a beam of primary electrons (PEs) impinges on the substrate, var-ious type of particles are generated within the substrate, such as, secondaryelectrons (SEs), back scattered electrons (BSEs), Auger electrons and X-rays, schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1. The generation mechanism ofthese particles is important to understand, as some of them are involved inthe dissociation process. A discussion on the generation mechanism of theemitted particles is covered in electron-substrate interactions.The decomposition of the precursor molecules by the action of the elec-trons (incoming/emitted) is covered in the third interaction, i.e., between theelectrons and the precursor molecules. This interaction leads to the re-alization of deposit in FEBID. The upcoming sections discuss these threeinteractions in more details, together with the explanation of involved keyparameters.
Substrate-Precursor InteractionsLet us first start with the interactions between the precursor molecules andthe substrate. Majorly it involves three processes: (1) adsorption, (2) diffu-sion, and (3) desorption. A molecule may bind to the substrate surface asa chemisorbed or as a physisorbed species, which depends on the combi-nation of precursor, substrate and the temperature of the system. The no-table parameter in this interaction is the residence time, τ , of the precursormolecules, which is the time for which a precursor molecule remains stickedto the substrate surface. This is the effective interaction time between elec-
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trons and precursor molecules providing the probability of the dissociationof precursor molecules by the action of either incoming or emitted electrons.If τ is too short, less electrons are available for interaction, causing thepartial dissociation of the precursor molecules. On the contrary, if τ istoo long, there will be too many electrons crossing the substrate-vacuumboundary, causing the dissociation of not only the precursor molecules butalso of the residual hydrocarbons present in the vicinity. In both the cases,the outcome is a deposit with low purity. Therefore, the value of τ mustbe optimal to achieve the highest probability of precursor dissociation. Itmust be noted that once a deposit layer is formed, this layer acts as a newsubstrate for the incoming precursor molecules and the interactions are nowgoverned by this new combination. This transition stage, from previouslyacting substrate to the new one, is very crucial for growing high-resolutionstructures, because in their case the growth is stopped in or soon after thenucleation stage.
Electron-Substrate InteractionsWhen a beam of electrons impinges the surface of the substrate, severalinteractions may occur, altering the initial energy and the trajectory of theincoming primary electrons (PEs). These interactions may either be elasticor inelastic. The elastic events guide the trajectory of the primary electronswhile inelastic events determine their energy loss. If the collision is inelas-tic, a part of the initial energy of PE is transferred to the other electronsin the substrate. New electrons are emitted in this process, and are calledas secondary electrons (SEs). Secondary electrons possess energies lessthan 50 electron volts (eV) and are emitted by atoms close to the substratesurface. Auger electrons and X-rays are also generated in these inelasticinteractions, but are of less relevance to be discussed here.Some of the PEs,rather than losing their energy by exciting electrons within the substrate,may undergo backscattering (or elastic scattering) in such a way that theyre-emerge from the substrate surface. These high energy electrons, pos-sessing energies from 50 eV up to the accelerating potential of the SEM,are termed as backscattered electrons (BSEs). This interaction of primaryelectrons with the substrate atoms, resulting in the generation of particlessuch as SEs, BSEs, X-rays and Auger electrons, is displayed in Figure 2.2.The occurrence of all these elastic and non-elastic collisions leads toa formation of an onion-shaped interaction volume of scattering events justbelow the irradiation spot. Its shape and size depends directly on the PEenergy, and inversely on the density and atomic number of the substratematerial. The formation of such an interaction volume is schematically illus-trated in Figure 2.1. We performed Monte Carlo simulations, using CASINO
software [56, 57] (monte CArlo SImulation of electroN trajectory in sOlids)to understand this dependence of interaction volume on the primary beamenergy. The simulations were carried out for primary beam energies, 5 keVand 10 keV, which are displayed in Figure 2.3. It is clearly revealed fromthese simulation results that interaction volume in the substrate increaseswith increase in primary beam energy.
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Figure 2.2: The interaction of primary electrons (PEs) with substrate atomsleads to the generation of different particles such as (a) secondary electrons(SEs), (b) backscattered electrons (BSEs), (c) Auger electrons and, (d) X-rays.
Both SEs and BSEs escape from the substrate and enter to the vacuumfrom this interaction volume. Each time an electron crosses the substratevacuum interface, dissociation of a precursor molecule may occur. Due tothe reason that both incoming as well as emitted electrons can stimulate adissociation reaction, it is highly important to understand the spatial andenergy distribution of primary, secondary, and backscattered electrons. Ingeneral, the spectrum of secondary electrons depends on the properties ofthe substrate material and is characterized by a maximum in the low-energyregion, from 1 to 10 eV, followed by a tail to higher energies. This energydistribution for various types of emitted electrons is shown in Figure 2.4[58]. It must be noted here that due to the presence of these escaped elec-trons (SEs and BSEs) outside the irradiated spot, the lateral dimensionsof the structures produced are always larger than the beam diameter. Infact, this radial flux distribution of these escaped electrons determines the

Figure 2.3: Monte Carlo electron-solid interactions using CASINO software.A dependence of interaction volume on primary incident beam energy, forbeam energies (a) 5 kV and (b) 10 kV, at constant beam current. Silicon ischosen as substrate for these simulations.
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Figure 2.4: When an electron beam hits the surface of the substrate, var-ious types of electrons are emitted, such as, secondary electrons (SEs),backscattered electrons (BSEs) and Auger electrons. The energy and thespatial distribution of these emitted electrons, near the irradiated spot onthe surface of the substrate, is shown. Adapted from [59].
minimum dimensions of the structures that can be fabricated with chosenbeam parameters.There are some other relevant parameters that are not yet discussedand carry huge significance. As a first example, forward scattered electrons(FSEs) must be taken into account, because these FSEs are highly importantfor growing pillar type structures. These FSEs strongly influence the shapeand the composition of these structures. Electron beam induced heatingis another important parameter affecting the properties of the depositedstructure. The electrical conductivity of the substrate must be taken intoaccount, as the difference between the incoming PE and escaping SE andBSE fluxes can end up in the charging of the sample.
Precursor-Electron InteractionsThe last and the most important interaction is between the electrons andthe precursor molecules, leading to the dissociation of the latter. The crosssection σ (E) defines the probability of an electron to break the bonds of aprecursor molecule. This cross section depends on the energy of the electron.The higher the cross section, the higher is the probability of breaking a bond.However, σ (E) also depends on other factors, such as the bond strengths ofthe different subgroups present in the precursor molecule, its environmentand, the specific geometry in which the molecule is adsorbed. In general,an energy of just a few electron volts is sufficient to break the bonds ofthe precursor molecules, similar to the case of residual hydrocarbons. Theadsorbed precursor molecules are supplied to the region of interest, mostly,
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by surface diffusion mechanism. All the participating processes [60] in thisinteraction ensure that linked subgroups in the precursor molecule mustdesorb, leaving behind the target element. However, electron stimulateddesorption (ESD), initiated by an electronic excitation, is another competingprocess to be taken into consideration.From the above discussion, it is evident that indeed FEBID involves com-plicated interplay between many different processes and mechanisms. Theperformance of FEBID relies on several linked parameters such as electronflux, the energy spectrum of the electrons crossing the substrate-vacuum in-terface, the spatial distribution of electron scattering in the substrate, crosssection σ (E), type of adsorption (chemisorption or as a physisorption), res-idence time τ and electron stimulated desorption. There are even othermore parameters influencing FEBID. Some of them are: heating induced byelectron beam, flux of precursor gas, gas needle orientation, geometry ofdeposit, chamber pressure and electrical conductance of the substrate. Theproper incorporation of these parameters in a simulation model can bringabout deep insight into the FEBID process.
FEBID modelingEvery parameter mentioned in the previous section contributes somehowto the overall FEBID process, but accommodation of all of them in a singlemodel is highly difficult. A reasonable approximation has been developed byvan Dorp et al [13], stating that the growth of the deposit is governed by threemain processes: adsorption, decomposition (by electrons) and desorption ofprecursor molecules. In this model, the rate of change of adsorbed precursormolecules, N is written as:

dN
dt = sF

(1− N
N(0)

)
− σ (E)NJ − N

τ , (2.1)
The first term on the right hand side of the equation 2.1 describes theadsorption process, where s is sticking coefficient, F precursor flux and N(0)is the density of available adsorption sites. The decomposition of the pre-cursor molecules by the action of electrons is described by the second term,with J the current density and σ (E) the cross section (explained in precursor-electron interactions). The desorption process is taken into account by thethird term, where τ is the residence time of adsorbed precursor moleculeson the substrate.Two assumptions are made for further simplification. First, the currentdensity is entirely due to the primary electrons, i.e. J=JPE . Second, anaverage cross section value is assumed for calculations as the exact depen-dence of cross section on energy is unknown. This average cross section isdenoted by σ . At equilibrium condition dN

dt =0, N becomes
N = N(0)

 sF/N(0)
sF
N(0) + Jσ + 1

τ

 (2.2)
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Figure 2.5: Electron limited and precursor limited deposition regimes inFEBID. Modified from [13].
The growth rate R can be written as

R = VNσJ, (2.3)where V is the volume of the deposited molecule. Combining equations 2.2and 2.3 leads to growth rate R , where
R = VN(0)σJ

 sF/N(0)
sF
N(0) + Jσ + 1

τ

 (2.4)
If the desorption term is negligible, equation 2.4 leads to two distin-guishable deposition regimes: (i) precursor limited or mass transport limited

regime, and (ii) electron limited or reaction rate limited regime, dependingon whether sF/N(0) � Jσ or sF/N(0) � Jσ , respectively. Briefly, in the
precursor limited regime, the number of precursor molecules arriving at theirradiated surface limit the growth of the deposit, independent of the cur-rent density. In this case, the growth rate is given by R = VsF . For the
electron limited regime, the growth of the deposit is limited by the electronflux (or current), independently of the precursor flux. Then, R can be writtenas VN(0)σ J. In this case, not only R but also the deposit properties canbe affected, due to a change in the number of supplied electrons for thedissociation process. A representation of the dependence of the height ofthe deposit, h, on the current density, J , in two different regimes is dis-played in Figure 2.5. The conclusion of this discussion is that the regime inwhich the deposition process lies, greatly influences the growth rate, height,morphology and the composition of the deposit.When depositions are carried out at high temperatures, the desorptionterm cannot be ignored. Here, the temperature affects the residence time ofprecursor molecules, which can be described as:
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Figure 2.6: (a) Digital serpentine raster scan scheme with overlap. The(Gaussian) beam stays at x,y for dwell time or a time td and then moved by∆x and ∆y to the next exposure spot. For one complete writing of a pattern,the scan is repeated with a pause of tr after each scan for nL number oftimes. In the time period tr , the precursor molecules reaching the irradiatedarea get replenished. The Gaussian profile of electron or ion beam is shownin (b).
τ = 1

ν exp
(
Edes
kT

)
, (2.5)

where ν is the vibrational frequency of an adsorbed precursor molecule,
Edes desorption energy, k Boltzmann constant and T temperature. An in-crease in T decreases τ , leading to a lowering of the growth rate.In order to understand the shape of the deposited structure, one has togo beyond the simple model of van Dorp [13] and include non local effects,as well as the exact way in which the beam is scanned across the substrate.An astigmatism and aberration-free primary electron beam can be describedby a Gaussian shape, as

f (r) = I/e2πa2exp
(
−r22a2

)
, (2.6)

with f (r) the electron flux per unit area and time, a the radius of the beamat intensity 1/e2 of the peak value, I the beam current, and e the elementarycharge. The other technical parameters that govern the writing process arebeam parameters (primary beam energy E and beam current I), dwell time
td (time for which the electron beam stays at one position), pitch ∆x , ∆y(distance between the neighboring dwell positions), and nL (the number ofloops for which the writing pattern is repeated). Other important ones arethe refresh/loop time tr (beam pause time between two successive loops) andthe geometry of the writing path, i.e., serpentine, spiral etc. The Figure 2.6presents a pictorial representation of the above mentioned parameters.
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Another significant parameter in FEBID, which is not taken into accountby van Dorp, is the surface diffusion. If the precursor molecules for deposi-tion are supplied exclusively by the direct adsorption from the gas phase, thewhole area under the beam spot has equal probability to be deposited upon,resulting in structures with constant height. However, the observation of dif-ferent shape profiles of deposits indicates towards a role of surface diffusionin transporting the precursor molecules, from the nearby non-irradiated areato the center of irradiated area [43, 61].When the precursor molecules are instantly replenished at the center ofthe irradiated area, the deposit shape corresponds to the Gaussian profile ofthe beam. In this case, the deposition process is carried out in the electron

limited regime. However, the role of surface diffusion becomes significantwhen the precursor molecules get depleted inside the irradiated area. Theprecursor molecules diffusing to the center of the irradiated area get dis-sociated even before they reach the center. A characteristic indent shapeof deposits is obtained in this regime, known as diffusion enhanced regime[61]. If the surface diffusion is strong, the precursor molecules can reach thecenter and a round shaped deposit is obtained. Lastly, for the case whenthe deposition is carried out in the precursor limited regime, where the de-pletion rate is larger than the replenishment rate and the surface diffusionis weak, a constant height across the structure is obtained.
Regardless of using appropriate deposition parameters, FEBID depositsare always challenged with two major limitations: (i) low metal content, and(ii) presence of a halo around the deposit. These issues are discussed inmore details in the upcoming paragraphs.For metallic and semiconductor depositions, the impurities can greatlyinfluence the properties of the deposit resulting in their restricted function-ality. Deposits with low purity is one of the most serious concerns withFEBID nanolithography as most of the nanostructures grown using FEBIDare contaminated with some amounts of carbon and oxygen. One of thereasons is the preferred use of organometallic precursors as they decom-pose easily due to being energetically and thermally unstable and proneto oxidation. But, when incomplete precursor decomposition occurs, some ofthe partially dissociated products (and that are carbon based ligands) gettrapped inside the deposit. Additionally, the decomposition of residual hy-drocarbons present in the environment and the co-deposition of the alreadydissociated ligands results in the observation of low metal content in FEBIDbased structures.Generally, metal content between 15 to 75 at.% can be achieved withorganometallic precursors under high vacuum conditions. However, thismetal content can be increased by additional in situ and ex situ pre- andpost-treatments [62]. A few of them are listed here: use of carbon free pre-cursors [63], ultra high vacuum environment [64], post electron irradiation[65, 28], vacuum annealing at high temperatures [66], combination of reac-tive gases and hot substrate [67] and, proper use of beam parameters anddeposition strategies [25, 68].
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Secondly, despite the use of a highly focused beam for patterning, thelateral dimensions of the deposited structures are always observed to bea few multiples of the beam diameter (already mentioned while discussingelectron substrate interactions). This broadening of the structures is at-tributed to the electron flux present outside the irradiated spot, consistingof mostly BSEs and SEs that are produced from both the deposit as well asthe substrate through elastic and inelastic scattering of the primary elec-trons. One way to reduce the broadening is the use of transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) in combination with ultra thin samples. Using this ap-proach, van Dorp et al have fabricated dots with a diameter less than 1nm [69]. Another approach is the slimming of already grown FEBID struc-tures by combined use of ultra high resolution SEM and an etch gas (H2O),which etches only the deposit but not the substrate [70]. However, this lim-itation somehow restricts the use of FEBID to create theoretically possible,ultra-high resolution structures in the nanoscale regime.Mostly, in case of organometallic precursors, amorphous deposits areformed with metals having a tendency to form metal carbide, whereas formetals immiscible with carbon, nanogranular deposits are formed, where themetal nanocrystallites are embedded in the amorphous carbonaceous matrix[58]. The electronic coupling strength between these metallic grains can betuned between insulator-to-metal, based on application.
2.3 Focused ion beam induced deposition (FIBID)Using an ion beam over an electron beam for deposition has several advan-tages such as higher deposition rate, better process efficiency and moremolecular decomposition. As a consequence, the metal concentration isfound to be higher in FIBID grown metal nanodeposits [71]. Moreover,removal of the material is possible without requiring any chemical reaction.For so many advantages, the focused ion beams find place in industry forapplications such as circuit restructuring, failure analysis, and TEM samplepreparation. The deposition mechanism of FIBID is based on binary colli-sion model between an energetic substrate atom and an adsorbed molecule[72, 73]. When the incident primary ions hit the surface of the substrate,they undergo inelastic and elastic collisions, shown in Figure 2.7. Beingheavier, the ions do not penetrate deep in the substrate. However, by virtueof these collisions, the ions scatter lattice atoms. These scattered atoms,in turn, cause further scattering of other lattice atoms, initiating collisioncascades. The collision cascades, which reaches to the surface of the sub-strate, excite the surface atoms. If the energy of these excited surface atomsis high enough, they get sputtered away from the substrate, resulting in theetching of the substrate. Whereas if their energy is more than the dissoci-ation energy of the adsorbed precursor molecules, the decomposition of thelatter occurs. The deposition yield in FIBID is found to be linearly propor-tional to the number of surface atoms excited by these collision cascades.The inelastic collisions of primary ions also lead to the generation of SEs,however, their role in deposition mechanism is reported to be unlikely [11].Liquid metal ion sources (LMIS) provide highly bright and focused ionbeams, due to which they are the most commonly used ion sources. Liquid
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Figure 2.7: The schematic of collision cascades initiated by the interactionof primary ion and substrate. Secondary electrons, generated in this inter-action are also shown. The non-sputtered substrate atoms remain as excitedsurface atoms, contributing to precursor molecule dissociation [11].
gallium (Ga), among other LMIS, is preferred for its good emission charac-teristics, long life time, low melting point (30◦C), low vapor pressure andlow volatility. In a Ga LMIS, Ga metal is placed in contact with a tungstenneedle. Upon heating, it wets the tungsten flowing down to the needle tip,where the balance between electrostatic forces and surface tension of Garesults in the formation of a cone, known as “Taylor-Gilbert“cone [74]. Thetip radius of this cone is extremely small (~2-5 nm) and a huge electric fieldat this small tip causes ionization and field emission of the gallium ions.As explained in the deposition mechanism, both additive (deposition) andsubtractive (etching) processes occur simultaneously in FIBID. However, theend result is determined by the rate of one process with respect to theother. If the deposition rate is higher than the etching rate, a deposit willbe formed. While if etching rate is higher than the growth rate, the materialwill be removed away as a net result. The milling or etching with ions isachieved due of their significantly larger mass and kinetic energy that canbe transferred to the atoms of the substrate.Although there are many benefits of using ions for deposition, there aresome disadvantages linked with them. These ions, being heavy, cause per-manent structural defects and disorder in the irradiated or deposited struc-tures. The sample surface can become amorphous by the action of ions. Theimplantation of these ions can have adverse affects on the performance andthe functionality of the devices [75, 76]. As an example, the magnetic prop-erties get modified/degraded when the materials is exposed to ions [77, 78],however, many authors make use of this outcome for various applications[79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. He-ion based deposition is another promising field inFIBID due to He ions being lighter than Ga and chemically inert. Theyprovides higher resolution and reduced surface damage. However, for spe-cific applications where pure structures are desired, electron beam based
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Figure 2.8: Illustrative example of (a) FEBID, (b) FIBID and, (c) FIB inducedetching processes.
deposition gets a preference over ion beam induced deposition.
With their outstanding performance so far, both FEBID and FIBID showpromising routes towards 3D nanolithography. A schematic illustration ofFEBID, FIBID and focused ion beam induced etching (FIBIE) processes isshown in Figure 2.8. Nonetheless, both techniques are challenged by thepresence of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, halogen and ions (in case of FIBID)as impurities in the deposit, together with the element of interest. Thesecontaminants affect the material properties adversely and hence the targetedapplications. The main reason for this is the deposition process being non-optimal and in that sense growing pure materials with FEBID and FIBIDnowadays has become highly challenging, attracting huge attention fromresearchers all over the world.
2.4 Dual Beam toolA schematic illustration of the dual beam system is shown in Figure 2.9.The FEI Nova 600i NanoLab dual beam system present in our lab and itsinside view are shown in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, respectively. Theforthcoming paragraphs briefly describe the functioning of the various con-stituent parts of dual beam that work collectively towards the realization ofdesired 3D nano-architectures.In this thesis, we have utilized the FEI Nova 600i NanoLab dual beamtool for fabricating our samples. It is a dual beam combining the benefits ofan ultra high resolution field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM)and a multidisciplinary high resolution focused ion beam (FIB) for proto-typing, machining, characterizing and, analyzing ultra high resolution 3D
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structures at the nanoscale. The automatic protyping and machining processensures accuracy and reproducibility, while simultaneous patterning andimaging provides real time monitoring of process for better and enhancedcontrol. High resolution imaging and milling at nanoscale is possible. Theversatile and comprehensive beam chemistries allow for deposition, etchingand automation, enabling the fabrication of complex 3D nanostructures. Thesystem comprises several built-in tools, such as slice and view for 3D re-construction, ultra high resolution in-lens backscattered electron imagingfor phase contrast characterization, simultaneous patterning and imagingfor real-time imaging feedback, and secondary ion imaging for grain con-trast. These in-built tools allow in-depth characterization of the depositedstructures. The integrated nano-analysis capabilities, for example energydispersive spectroscopy (EDS), makes it a complete and powerful nano-toolwith in situ characterization capabilities.The electron and the ion column are mounted at 52 degrees to eachother, as can be seen in Figure 2.9. The coincidence point of electron beamand ion beam is known as eucentric point and is at a working distance of5 mm. Five gas injection system (GIS) ports are placed around the ion col-umn. The sample is mounted on a 5-axes motorized x-y-z-rotate-tilt stage.The stage can be translated along x- and y- direction, tilted and rotated.The z- range is 10 mm. The region of interest on the sample is first moved tothe eucentric height and then tilted for the desired angle of beam incidence.Several detectors, based on different detection mechanisms are installedproviding extensive set of information from different perspectives for a com-prehensive analysis. Mostly, Everhardt Thornley detector (ETD) is usedfor conventional secondary electron imaging, but in-lens (TLD) secondaryand backscattered electrons detectors are also available for high-resolutionimaging, at both low and high voltages. An integrated IR-CCD cameraprovides in-chamber viewing.

Figure 2.9: Schematic of FEI 600i Nova Nanolab Dual Beam system.
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Figure 2.10: FEI 600i Nova Nanolab Dual Beam equipment in our lab.
Before starting any process in the dual beam, usually a beam alignmentprocedure is followed. According to that, first, the focused beam is allowedto pass through the hole of a Faraday cup that measures the real currentflowing through it. Then, perfectly shaped spherical tin balls are used tocorrect any beam astigmatism present. Once the beam is perfectly alignedand focused, high resolution depositions can be realized at eucentric workingdistance. A picture of the alignment sample used for our lab purposes isshown in Figure 2.12(a), with the SEM images of tin balls (Figure 2.12(b))and Faraday cup (Figure 2.12(c)).

Figure 2.11: Inside view of dual beam chamber
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Figure 2.12: (a) A picture of the beam alignment sample used in our lab.SEM image of (b) Tin balls used to correct the beam astigmatism and (c)Faraday cup for real current measurements.
Focused electron beamThe electron column is based on a field emission gun with a tungsten filamentas a source. The source is a Sirion type, Schottky field emitter. Electronsfrom the source are emitted when a bias voltage is applied. These electronsare then focused to a narrow beam by condenser and objective lenses beforehitting to the substrate, as shown in Figure 2.9. The electron beam voltagecan be varied from 200 V to 30 kV. The beam current can be increased uptoa maximum of 20 nA in 21 steps. At eucentric point, a resolution of 1.1 nmat 15 kV can be achieved with focused electron beam.
Focused ion beamThe ion column utilizes a sharp tungsten tip covered with liquid Ga metallayer. The application of electric field leads to the emission of ions. Thebeam voltage can be varied from 500 V to 30 kV and the ion current from 1 pAto 20 nA in 15 steps. As the ions are heavier than electrons, comparativelylower resolution is obtained. A typical resolution of about 7 nm at 30 kVcan be achieved with focused ion beam.
Gas injection systemThe gas injection system (GIS) consists of a precursor reservoir that can beheated or cooled, and which is coupled to a fine capillary with its open enddiameter being 160 µm. It is used for the delivery of the precursor moleculesto the region of interest. The needle tip is brought in close proximity to thesubstrate surface for achieving a local, high enough concentration of theprecursor flux. Usually, the gas injection needle is kept in retracted position(when not in use) and is inserted into the vacuum chamber just before thedeposition is to be made. The geometry of the GIS is a very important
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aspect due to its high impact on the deposition process. The mounting angleof the needle and its distance from the active deposition area determine thedensity and uniformity of the precursor molecules arriving at the substrate[84]. Generally, the eucentric point is kept as the geometric center of theneedle.In our dual beam system, the GIS tip is positioned at an angle of ~12.5degrees for Co GIS and ~16.5 degrees for Fe GIS with respect to the samplesurface, ~70 µm from the interest area in x, y direction and ~50 µm from thesubstrate in the z direction. An illustration of the GIS system is presentedin Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: The figure shows (a) schematic illustration, (b) picture and,(c) SEM micrograph image (while inserted in the vacuum chamber of dualbeam) of gas injection system.
PrecursorsAll the precursor compounds used in the CVD process cannot be directlyused in FEBID. For that, they must meet specific requirements. Alongwith the room temperature stability, the precursor compound should havehigh cross section for electron impact dissociation. The precursor compoundshould be volatile at room temperature so that it leaves the non irradiatedparts of the substrate, but its sticking coefficient and resident time shouldalso be high enough so that the dissociation of an adsorbed molecule by animpinging electron is a successful event. The vapor pressure of the compoundis also important as it determines the number of molecules evaporated andtransported to the irradiated spot by the GIS. Lastly, the electron induceddissociation of the precursor compound, theoretically, should yield a depositwith high metal content.In our dual beam system, deposition of metals (Pt, W, Fe, Co) and insu-lator (TEOS or SiOx) is possible. However, in this thesis we mostly focuson the deposition of cobalt using Co2(CO)8 (dicobalt octacarbonyl)precursor,iron using Fe2(CO)9 (diiron nonacarbonyl) precursor for studying magneticproperties, and W using W(CO)6 (tungsten hexacarbonyl) precursor for su-perconducting properties. The molecular diagrams of these three precursorsare displayed in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Molecular diagrams of organometallic precursors used in thethesis for the deposition of cobalt, iron and tungsten metals, respectively.(a) Cobalt using dicobalt octacarbonyl, (b) iron with diiron nonacarbonyland, (c) tungsten is deposited with tungsten hexacarbonyl precursor.
Kleindiek manipulatorsA possibility to install two or four micro-manipulators/probes in the dualbeam system offers unparalleled flexibility for electron microscopy. Theycan be used for TEM sample preparation, electrical measurements, nano-manipulation, in situ lift out, electrical probing and other materials scienceapplications. Two such manipulators/probes from Kleindiek are installed inour dual beam (see Figure 2.15(a)).These manipulators are mounted in the vacuum chamber at the time ofsample loading (see Figure 2.15(b)) and are controlled from outside. Amanipulator probe consists of a tungsten needle, which can be positionedover the sample by three motors. With the piezoelectric stick-slip motors,the needle’s tip can be positioned with 5 nm resolution. Before mounting,the needle’s tip is bended slightly, pointing at the sample. This needlecan be extended and contracted, moved left, right, up and down. Theseprobes enable two-point in situ electrical measurements between two cho-sen positions, using a Keithley 2601, as shown in Figure 2.15(c) and (d).The significance of using these probes lies in the fact that the electricalmeasurements can be carried out, even while the deposition is still ongo-ing. This possibility can provide a physical insight into the complex growthmechanisms involved during the deposition process.
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Figure 2.15: (a) A picture of a Kleindiek probe/manipulator before mount-ing them in the vacuum chamber (b) picture of Kleindiek probes mountedin dual beam system (c) SEM image of Kleindiek probes placed on pre-patterned metal contacts for in situ electrical measurements (d) Use ofKleindiek probes for in situ local electrical measurements, an example ofnanowire measurement is shown.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopyIn addition to the electron and ion beams, GIS and Kleindiek manipulators,the dual beam is equipped with an integrated energy dispersive X-ray spec-troscopy (EDX) tool, allowing in situ elemental and chemical analysis of thedeposited nanostructures.As mentioned in the electron-substrate interactions section, the inter-action between the high energy primary electrons and the substrate atomsleads to the emission of various particles and X-rays are one of them. Whena primary electron strikes an atom, an electron from the inner shell is ejected.This created empty state is immediately filled by another electron from ahigher energy shell, with the emission of an X-ray, shown in Figure 2.2(c).The energy possessed by this X-ray is exactly equal to the energy differ-ence between the two involved shells. Thus, the detection and measurementof this X-ray energy, which is characteristic of the element from which itis emitted, permit elemental and chemical analysis in EDX spectroscopy.The EDS X-ray detector measures the relative abundance of these emittedX-rays as a function of their energy. An analysis of the spectrum of X-rayenergy versus counts determines the elemental composition of the sampledvolume.The EDX detector installed in our dual beam system is a silicon (Lithium)type detector with energy resolution of 136 eV, capable of detecting everyelement up to beryllium. An EDX analysis of our cobalt deposits, grown at 5kV beam voltage and 6.3 nA current, is shown as an example in Figure 2.16.
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The EDX analysis shows that these deposits contains ~91 at.% cobalt, ~2at.% oxygen and ~7 at.% carbon. Here, we must emphasize that the composi-tional analysis carried out using EDX provides higher atomic percentages ofcarbon and oxygen in the measured samples. The reason for this observationis that, during EDX measurements, the residual hydrocarbons present in thevacuum chamber may get adsorbed on the substrate surface and get disso-ciated by the action of electron beam. Thus, the EDX analysis contains thecontribution from these decomposed hydrocarbons, showing high amountsof carbon and oxygen. Considering the uncertainty in the EDX results, weanalyzed the composition of our samples using another technique, namely,atom probe tomography, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.16: (a) An EDX spectrum of Co deposits grown at beam voltage 5kV and current 6.3 nA. The peaks of carbon, oxygen and cobalt can be clearlyseen. The EDX analysis shows that the deposit contains ~91 at.% cobalt,~2 at.% oxygen and ~7 at.% carbon.
2.5 ConclusionsIt is evident that FEBID and FIBID are associated with complex dissociationmechanisms, involving interplay between various interdependent parameters.As a consequence, different process regimes are obtained, few of them canbe named as: electron limited, diffusion enhanced and precursor limitedregimes. However, some of the process parameters can be tuned in order toenhance the properties of the deposits.Also, there are some challenges associated with using FEBID or FIBIDas a nanolithography tool, such as present of halo around the deposit and lowpurity of the deposited structure. These challenges have an adverse effecton the use of FEBID or FIBID deposited structures for various applicationsand must be overcome.Regardless of them, the future prospects of these techniques are promis-ing. The unusual properties exhibited by materials grown using FEBID and
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FIBID, provide a novel route towards the fabrication of novel devices in thefield of micro- and nanoelectronics. Additionally, the possibility of masklessfabrication of nanodevices in a single step is unique and remarkable. Also,huge research efforts are being invested to find the alternative ways for im-proving the purity of the deposits and shrinking their lateral sizes near tothe theoretical estimation.The integrated nanoanalysis techniques make dual beam a perfect toolfor nanofabriation. It offers a great opportunity to carry out deposition,surface modification, cutting and etching in the same set up, with simulta-neous imaging. The additional possibility to carry out in situ measurementsenables its wide use in various micro- and nano-engineering applications.



3High-purity 3D nano-objects grown by
focused-electron-beam induced
deposition

To enhance the efficiency of current electronics, a specific challenge for the
next generation of memory, sensing and logic devices is to find suitable
strategies to move from 2D to 3D architectures. However, the fabrication of
real 3D nano-objects is not trivial. Emerging non-conventional nanofabri-
cation tools are required for this purpose. One attractive method is FEBID,
a direct-write process for fabricating 3D nano-objects. In this Chapter, we
grow highly-pure 3D cobalt and iron nanopillars by FEBID using dicobalt
octacarbonyl (Co2(CO)8) and diiron nonacarbonyl (Fe2(CO)9) precursors, re-
spectively. Furthermore, we systematically study the composition of these
nanopillars at the sub-nanometer scale using atom probe tomography, ex-
plicitly mapping the homogeneity of the radial and longitudinal composition
distributions. We demonstrate a way of fabricating highly pure 3D vertical
nanostructures of about 50 nm in diameter and a few micrometers long. Our
results suggest that the purity of such 3D nanoelements (>95 at.% Co and
>90 at.% Fe) is directly linked to their growth regime, in which the selected
deposition parameters play a crucial role in determining the final properties
of the nanostructures. †

3.1 IntroductionResearch on the fabrication of 3D ferromagnetic nanostructures may provideappealing pathways towards future nanoelectronics. Novel approaches fortheir forthcoming implementation in information storage devices and logicbased on 3D nanostructures have been recently addressed [8, 85]. However,moving from traditional 2D structures towards the third dimension requiresthe use of non-conventional nanolithography techniques, besides the ad-vanced characterization techniques that are capable of characterizing thesereal 3D nanostructures.
†A large part of this chapter is published as “High-purity 3D nano-objects grownby focused-electron-beam induced deposition“, Rosa Córdoba, Nidhi Sharma, SebastianKölling, Paul M Koenraad and Bert Koopmans, Nanotechnology, 27, 355301, 2016. Thedeposition and analysis of pure Fe and FeCo core-shell nanostructures was carried out bydr. Rosa Córdoba. We thank dr. Sebastian Kölling for his contribution in carrying out APTmeasurements and analysis. 35



36 Chapter 3 : High-purity 3D nano-objects grown by focused-electron-beam induced
depositionFEBID provides a promising solution as it can direct-write real 3D nano-architectures, however, as introduced in the earlier chapters, the depositsgrown using FEBID display low purity. The purity of the deposits playsa significant role in defining their functionality and therefore, this aspectof FEBID is considered as a major drawback. The metallic content of thenanostructures grown is hardly ever above 50 at.% [86, 47, 87, 88, 89], thereason being use of organometallic precursors and incomplete dissociationcaused by electrons. The final deposit is always a mixture of carbon, mag-netic element (Co or Fe in this specific case) and oxidized compounds, lead-ing in some cases to non-appropriate properties for the desired application.For the case of magnetic materials, Co2(CO)8 and Fe2(CO)9 are the commonlyused precursor materials for growing cobalt and iron deposits respectively.Despite its great potential to synthesize high-purity 2D nanostructures(~95 at.% Co or ~80 at.% Fe) [25, 41, 90, 91, 18, 92, 93], the use of FEBID tofabricate 3D nanostructures with similarly high purity has been quite limited[48, 44, 94, 95]. One of the reason is that as compared to 2D nanoelements,establishing high purity is much more sensitive to the tuning of the properprocess parameters such as beam energy, growth mechanism, and surfacediffusion [96, 97, 98].To increase the magnetic element concentration, which has a direct im-pact on the magnetic properties, different strategies on 3D nanopillars havealready been explored. For example, systematic studies have been reportedon the influence of the electron beam current [99, 100] and the use of a heatedsubstrate [101]. It has been found that the use of high currents (>nA) in theFEBID process produces 3D nanostructures with ~90 at.% Co content [100]and ~75 at. % Fe [94]. In contrast, using low currents (~pA range) pro-duces structures with less than ~85 at.% Co [48, 101] and ~60 at.% Fe [44].It has been argued that electron beam induced heating at higher currentsleads to the purification of the deposit when these specific precursors areused [25, 41, 100, 102]. However, high currents normally imply larger beamdiameter and hence wider structures [103], while as mentioned before, lowcurrents normally have a detrimental effect on purity [48, 44, 101].As a consequence, 3D nano-objects already reported in the literatureare still far from the purity, diameter and aspect ratio (length/diameter)desired for the aforementioned applications. Thus, for fabrication of pureand narrow 3D nanomagnets (above 95 at.% of magnetic element and ~50nm in diameter), an in-depth knowledge of the involved key parameters isrequired. Some relevant parameters are the electron beam current [103],the electron beam voltage [104, 105, 106] and the precursor molecular flux[105, 106] arriving at the irradiated area, among others.Furthermore, not only the fabrication, but also the chemical characteri-zation of these 3D nanostructures with sub-nanometer resolution is highlychallenging. Experimental approaches based on transmission electron mi-croscopy have been used for this purpose, providing 3D structural and com-positional information of materials [94, 107, 44]. However, they are seriouslylimited by the resolution (~10 nm), complexity of the methods involved toproject from 3D data to 2D, and data processing required for a subsequent3D reconstruction [108]. Addressing these fundamental limitations requires
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of atom probe tomography. A tip shapedsample is prepared for APT analysis. The tip is cooled down to a tempera-ture between 20 to 75K , and biased with a high voltage. As the sample tipis probed with a laser pulse, the individual atoms or small clusters presentat the surface of the sample tip evaporate and ionize. These ions are pro-jected to a position sensitive ion detector. The ion’s time of flight is usedto determine its mass/charge ratio (m/q) and therefore its chemical identity.The position where the ions hit the position sensitive detector determinesits original position in the sample.
a proper characterization tool that enables the study of 3D materials, iden-tifying the position of their atoms in all three dimensions in space at thesub-nanometer scale.One of the most appropriate methods for this local observation is atomprobe tomography (APT) [109]. A schematic diagram of APT is displayedin Figure 3.1. The sample for the APT analysis is prepared in the form ofa very sharp tip. This tip is cooled down to a temperature between 20 and75 K and a high voltage bias is applied to it. The combination of a smalltip radius and a high voltage induce a very high electrostatic field at thetip surface, just below the point of atom evaporation. When a laser pulseor high voltage pulse is applied, individual atoms or cluster of atoms fromthe surface of the tip are evaporated in the form of ions [110, 111]. Theseions are projected onto a position sensitive ion detector [112]. Based onthe position and the time of flight between the tip and the detector, a 3Dreconstruction of the analyzed volume is created [113]. The reconstructedvolume contains the estimated position of the detected ions in the samplewith (sub-) nanometer precision and their chemical identity [114, 111]. In thisway, this method distinguishes itself from all other known material analysistechniques through its ability to find the accurate position and the chemicalidentity of a large fraction of the atoms originating from a small volume.
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depositionIn this chapter, we create highly pure vertical 3D cobalt (~97 at.%) andiron (~90 at.%) nano-objects of about 50 nm in diameter and a few microm-eters in length, using FEBID as a nanofabrication tool. By controlling thedeposition parameters, in particular the beam voltage, we tune the metal-lic concentration. We utilize APT to investigate the atomic composition ofthe nanopillars at the sub-nanometer scale. By APT analysis, we confirmthat high purity nano-objects can be grown at high electron beam voltage.The elemental 3D reconstruction confirms the homogeneity of fabricatedstructures along their diameter and length. The results indicate that thepurity of these 3D nano-elements is a consequence of the so-called mass-transport-limited (MTL) growth regime, in combination with electron beaminduced heat generated by the primary beam while working at high voltage(30 kV). We have optimized the process conditions to almost fully dissociatethe precursor molecules.

3.2 Sample fabrication
Growth of the 3D magnetic nanopillarsVertical nanopillars of cobalt and iron were fabricated at room temperatureby FEBID on silicon substrates, using Co2(CO)8 and Fe2(CO)9 precursorrespectively. The FEBID process was carried out in our FEI Nova Nanolab600i dual beam, provided with an individual GIS for each precursor. Thebase pressure in the deposition chamber was maintained ~10−7 mbar beforedeposition. The pressure during the growth process was ~2.7x10−6 mbar forcobalt and ~4.5x10−6 mbar for iron. The electron beam voltage and currentvalues were 5 kV, 98 pA and 30 kV, 44 pA, for both Co and Fe depositions.The focused electron beam was set in the spot mode, in which the beam staysat one fixed position. Other FEBID parameters, such as the pitch, refreshtime and dwell time were set by using the spot mode. Total deposition timewas varied from 120 s to 480 s depending on the chosen beam parametersand nanopillar length. For in situ visualization of grown nanostructures,SEM inspection was performed in the same instrument.
APT characterizationAPT characterization of both Co and Fe nanopillars was carried out usinga LEAP 4000X HR from Cameca. The system is equipped with a ultravioletlaser generating picosecond pulses at a wavelength of 355 nm. For theanalysis, the nanopillar is placed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (lessthan 1x10−10 mbar) and cooled down to a temperature between 20 and 75K. The experimental data is collected at a laser pulse rate of 100-200 kHzwith laser power of 20-35 pJ per pulse. This laser beam has a Gaussianprofile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) approximately 3µm.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3D Cobalt and Fe nanostructuresIn order to grow highly pure and narrow 3D nanopillars (above 90 at.% ofmagnetic element and ~50 nm in diameter), we investigate and efficiently
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic Illustration of the the growth/deposition mecha-nism in case of a vertical nanopillar, mostly governed by secondary electrons(SEs), forward scattered electrons (FSEs), backscattered electrons (BSEs)and the primary electrons (PEs). Also platelet and smooth type of growthis shown for cobalt nanopillars grown at beam energies (b) 5 kV and (c) 30kV, respectively. The electron beam current used was in pA range.
tune the influence of some FEBID parameters. The proposed strategy isalready described in the sample fabrication section. The deposition mecha-nism for a pillar is displayed in Figure 3.2(a). We utilize low beam currents(44 pA and 98 pA) to guarantee narrow diameters [103] and study the in-fluence of the electron beam voltage (5 kV and 30 kV) on the shape andsize of the nanopillar at the nanoscale. The results indicate that higherelectron beam voltage results in narrower and smoother nanopillars, with alower deposition rate. In particular, lateral platelet type growth is observedin pillars grown at 5 kV (see Figure 3.2(b)), while pillars grown at 30 kVdisplay a smooth surface with no protrusions (see Figure 3.2(c)). This occursbecause their shape and size strongly depend on the effective interactionvolume of the focused electron beam within them [104] and is explained indetail in the upcoming section.
Growth mechanism of 3D pillarsThe electrons-substrate interaction involves contributions from PEs, SEs,BSEs and forward scattered electrons (FSEs). Generally, the vertical growthis governed by the PEs and SEs and the lateral growth is dominated by theBSE and FSE yield (see Figure 3.2). The voltage of the PE beam has astrong influence on the SE yield, since the latter increases with the PE volt-age, reaches to a maximum value (corresponding to voltage values around afew hundreds of eV), and then smoothly decreases [105, 106]. The depositionrate normally follows similar trend as the SE yield. Thus, low voltages leadto a smaller interaction volume of PEs, confining their scattering within the
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Figure 3.3: APT results of a Co pillar grown at 30 kV and 44 pA (a) SEMimage of the Co pillar (b) Compositional concentration (atomic %) as a func-tion of the nanopillar radius (cylinder volume, 140 nm < depth < 160 nm).The starting point, zero, is the centre of the nanopillar. (b) Compositionalconcentration (atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar thickness (radius=10 nm). The starting point, zero, is the top of the nanopillar.
3D nanostructure. This produces nanostructures with wider base width anda lateral platelet type of growth, attributed to the PEs and FSEs respec-tively. In contrast, high voltages favor the escape of these electrons from thepillar, and a bigger interaction volume of the PEs. Thus no platelet growthis observed and, narrower structures and lower dissociation cross section areobtained. Also, electron beam induced heating is observed at high voltages.The rise in the temperature decreases the number of adsorbed precursormolecules on the surface by decreasing their residence time resulting in thelower growth rate and efficiency, as per equation 2.5. In our case, we expectthat the most limiting factor for the growth of 3D nano-objects is the precur-sor molecular flux. Thus, we assume that the growth regime is governed bythe mass-transport-limited (MTL) regime [115]. In the next section, we willshow that high-purity nanostructures could be achieved in the MTL regime;in which precursor molecules are most efficiently decomposed by the FEBcontributions [18]. The platelet and smooth type growth observed in Conanopillars grown at 5 kV and 30 kV, respectively is shown in Figure 3.2(b)and (c).
Composition of 3D nanostructures at the sub-nanometer scaleThe chemical composition of 3D nano objects at the sub-nanometer scaleis studied using atom probe tomography. Let us begin with examining thecomposition of cobalt nanopillars grown at 30 kV and 44 pA, shown in Fig-ure 3.3. The atomic concentration as a function of the radial and longitu-dinal distribution are depicted in Figure 3.3(b) and (c), respectively. TheFigure 3.3(a) shows a SEM image of such a nanopillar, indicating with ar-rows the initial point (center of the nanopillar for the radial profile and toppart for depth profile) and the direction of the distributions shown in (b) and(c). The distribution reveals that the nanopillar is extremely homogeneousalong its diameter and thickness. The nanopillar is composed of ~97 at.%cobalt, ~1 at.% oxygen and ~2 at.% carbon, which is notably the maximum
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of APT results of 3D Co nano-objects grown at 5and 30 kV with a resolution of 0.1 nm. (a) Mean of the compositional con-centration (atomic %) and standard deviation of nanopillars grown at 5 and30 kV as a function of the nanopillar radius. (b) Mean of the compositionalconcentration (atomic %) and standard deviation of nanopillars grown at 5and 30 kV as a function of the nanopillar thickness. (c) Compositional three-dimensional reconstruction of Co nanopillar grown at 30 kV. Inset shows thecompositional 3D reconstruction on the SEM image of the 3D nano-object.
Co concentration reported in 3D nanomagnets grown by FEBID so far.The3D reconstruction of the analyzed volume in the pillar grown at 30 kV isshown in Figure 3.4(c) and overlayed with its SEM image shown in theinset.A similar APT study on a Co pillar grown at 5 kV and 98 pA showsthat it is composed of ~89 at.% cobalt, ~5 at.% oxygen and ~6 at.% carbon.The atomic analysis shows in principle that the pillars consist of mainlycobalt. The atomic concentration in this specific pillar is also found to behomogeneous along its diameter and thickness except for the outermost ~5nm, in which the oxygen concentration increases (For details, see Figure 1in Appendix A). This indicates that some cobalt atoms, present at the toppart of the pillars are oxidized into CoxOy and, in addition, some precursormolecules are not fully dissociated at low voltage as observed in the col-lected mass spectrum, during APT measurements (see Figure 3.5(a)). Themean of the atomic concentration of the Co pillar grown at high voltage (30kV) as a function of its radial and longitudinal distributions is comparedwith the mean of the atomic concentration of the pillar grown at low elec-
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Figure 3.5: Mass spectra of 3D Co nanopillars grown at energies 5 kV and30 kV (a) Co (b) Fe collected during APT measurements.
tron beam voltage (5 kV) and displayed in Figure 3.4(a) and (b). Again,this result shows that highly pure nanopillars are grown at higher beamvoltages. The analyzed volume of ions in both of the above discussed pillarsis ~8×106.In addition to the chemical investigation of 3D Co nano-objects, we makea similar analysis of the FEBID grown iron nanopillars. We examine thecomposition of iron nanopillars grown at 30 kV and 44 pA, as shown in Fig-ure 3.6. The SEM image of one typical structure, having diameter about50 nm and length about 2.8 µm, is depicted in the Figure 3.6(a). Its atomicconcentration as a function of the radial and longitudinal distributions, isdepicted in Figure 3.6(b) and (c), respectively. The findings, here too, in-dicate that the Fe pillar grown at 30 kV shows extreme homogeneity alongits diameter and thickness. Specifically, it is composed of ~93 at.% iron,~1 at.% oxygen and ~6 at.% carbon, which is also the maximum reported Feconcentration in 3D nanomagnets grown by FEBID so far.

Figure 3.6: APT results of a Fe pillar grown at 30 kV and 44 pA. (a)SEM image of the Fe pillar (b) Compositional concentration (atomic %) asa function of the nanopillar radius (full cylinder volume). (c) Compositionalconcentration (atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar thickness (cylindervolume 0 nm<depth<450 nm, radius= 20 nm).
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The three-dimensional reconstruction of the analyzed volume (12.5 x 106atoms) is shown in Figure 3.7(c) and overlayed with its SEM image in theinset. An APT study on an iron pillar grown at low energy (5 kV and98 pA) reveals that the atomic concentration in this specific pillar is alsohomogeneous along its diameter and thickness except for the outermost 10nm. It is found to be composed of ~78 at.% iron, ~15 at.% oxygen and~7 at.% carbon (see Figure 2(c) in Appendix A for details). Some ironatoms get oxidized into FexOy, as depicted in collected mass spectra fromAPT measurements (see Figure 3.5(b)). A comparison of APT results for3D Fe nanomagnets grown at different electron beam voltages is shownin the Figure 3.7, where (a) depicts the radial profile and, (b) the depthprofile. Again, the conclusion is that high voltage leads to high purity Fepillar, whereas at low energy (5 keV) the carbon concentration keeps almostconstant but oxygen increases. Also, narrower (50 nm in diameter) andsmoother pillars are achieved with high beam energy than at low energy(60 nm in diameter). High electron beam voltage results in a smooth shape,while the platelet shape growth is achieved at low voltage, as observed inCo pillars.To give another perspective of the homogeneity in our nanopillars, 2Delemental distributions of (a) Co and (b) Fe pillars grown at 30 kV with theirnormalized radius are depicted in Figure 3.8. In the case of Co pillars, onecan clearly see that the differences in cobalt element and carbon concen-tration over the analyzed full cylinder volume are less than 5 at.% and lessthan 0.6 at.% oxygen. While for the Fe pillar, one can distinguish that thedifferences in iron element concentration along the analyzed full cylindervolume are less than 2 at.%, less than 2.5 at.% carbon and less than 2 at.%oxygen. Thereby, these results confirm that pillars grown at high voltage areextremely pure and homogeneous along their thickness and diameter. Thehomogeneity however is less pronounced in pillars grown at low voltages,as can be seen in Figure 3 in Appendix A.Our outcomes indicate that the purity of these 3D nano-objects is di-rectly associated to the MTL growth mechanism regime and heat generatedduring the growth process by PEs at high voltage. This scenario createsan equilibrium state in which precursor molecules adsorbed on the surfaceare most efficiently decomposed by the focused electron beam contributions.Lower voltages induce a higher deposition rate and a lower heating effect,incorporating residual species present in the process chamber and partiallydissociated species into the nanopillar itself, respectively.Lastly, it has been demonstrated by Córdoba [116] that FEBID and theproposed characterization technique not only allow for the growth and chem-ical analysis of single element structures, but also offers a new way to di-rectly study 3D core-shell architectures. An experimental evidence of sucha 3D core-shell nanostructure, composed of iron-cobalt materials grown byFEBID and characterized by APT, is shown, see Figure 3.9. Here the bluecolored dots indicate iron atoms and the red colored cobalt atoms. This noveland straightforward concept could establish a promising route towards thedesigning of 3D elements for future generation nano-electronic devices.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of APT results of 3D Fe nano-objects grown at5 and 30 kV with a resolution of 0.1 nm. (a) Mean of the compositionalconcentration (atomic %) and standard deviation of nanopillars grown at5 kV and 30 kV as a function of the nanopillar radius. (b) Mean of thecompositional concentration (atomic %) and standard deviation of nanopillarsgrown at 5 kV and 30 kV as a function of the nanopillar thickness. (c)Compositional three-dimensional reconstruction of Fe nanopillar grown at30 kV. Inset shows the compositional 3D reconstruction on the SEM imageof the 3D nano-object.
Summarizing, the electron beam voltage in the MTL growth regime playsa key role in determining the purity of 3D nano-objects grown by FEBID,thus being one of the key conditions to produce homogeneous cobalt andiron nanopillars of high-purity. At low voltage however, FEBID producesa structure consisting of carbonaceous species and oxidized compounds to-gether with magnetic atoms. The evident differences observed in the chem-ical nature of the pillars, in this systematic study, might explain the broadvariety in transport and magnetic properties previously reported in 3D Fe-and Co-based nanostructures [48, 94, 95, 117]. Thus, high-purity pillarsgrown at high beam voltage in the MTL growth regime would exhibit simi-lar magnetic behavior [118] as 2D iron and cobalt nanostructures grown byFEBID [25, 41, 90, 91, 18, 92, 93] and other nanolithography methods.
3.4 ConclusionsMany authors argue that one of the most important limitations of FEBID tobe considered as an alternative nanolithography method compared to well-established processes is the low purity of FEBID nanostructures. Here we
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Figure 3.8: APT results of 3D nano-objects grown at 30 kV. 2D elementaldistribution (normalized radius) of (a) Co (full cylinder volume) and (b) Fe(full cylinder volume).
have demonstrated that by tuning the crucial deposition parameters, cobaltand iron 3D nano-objects could be fabricated with high purity.A detailed APT study has been performed to investigate the compositionof 3D Co and Fe nano-objects grown by FEBID using starting materialsCo2(CO)8 and Fe2(CO)9, respectively. Pillars grown at high electron-beamvoltage in the MTL growth regime display ~97 at.% cobalt and ~93 at.%iron content and could exhibit comparable magnetic properties [118] as 2Dmaterials grown by FEBID [25, 41, 90, 91, 18, 92, 93]. Conversely, depositsgrown at low electron beam voltage present ~89 at.% cobalt and ~78 at.%iron content. These breakthroughs indicate that the MTL growth regime andelectron beam induced heating are crucial parameters in FEBID that leadto high purity 3D nanomagnets [118].

High purity and high aspect ratio 3D nano-architectures arranged inperiodic arrays could provide a stronger, more efficient and faster responsein terms of e.g. data processing, storage, power consumption compared tothat achieved with the use of 2D systems. FEBID could provide a promising
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Figure 3.9: APT results of 3D Co-Fe core-shell nanostructures grown at30 kV and 44 pA with a resolution of 0.1 nm. (a) Compositional three-dimensional reconstruction of the nanopillar. Colored atoms indicate iron(blue) and cobalt (red). (b) 2D elemental distribution with a normalizedradius and along the full radius thickness.
tool in research fields such as spintronics, nanomagnetism and plasmonics[119, 120], creating novel and complex 3D architectures for applications inmagnetic data storage, logic and sensing.



4Focused-electron-beam induced
deposited cobalt nanopillars for
Nanomagnetic logic

Nanomagnetic logic (NML) intends to alleviate problems of continued minia-
turization of CMOS-based electronics, such as energy dissipation through
heat, through advantages such as low power operation and non-volatile
magnetic elements. In-line with recent breakthroughs in NML with perpen-
dicularly magnetized elements formed from thin films, we have fabricated
NML inverter chains from Co nanopillars by focused electron beam induced
deposition (FEBID) that exhibit shape-induced perpendicular magnetiza-
tion. Simulations reveal that the choice of nanopillar dimensions is critical
to obtain the correct antiferromagnetically coupled configuration. Experi-
ments carrying the array through a clocking cycle using the Oersted field
generated from an integrated Cu wire show that the array responds to the
clocking cycle.

†

4.1 IntroductionThe ever-decreasing scale of electronics comes with ever-increasing chal-lenges in managing byproducts such as heat dissipation and leakage current.To continue the trend of Moore’s law, a possible new avenue for compu-tation involves magnetic devices. Specifically, nanomagnetic logic (NML)[121, 122] shows promise as a low-power alternative to perform logic op-erations with additional advantages such as non-volatility and radiation-hardness. Data storage and processing can be combined together usingmagnetic phenomenon In NML, bits 0 and 1 are encoded by the magneticstate of bistable nanomagnets, and information transfers between neighbor-ing magnets via magnetostatic interaction, implying signal transport with inmany cases inversion from one magnet to the next (a NOT operation). A
†This work has been done in collaboration with R. A. van Mourik at IBM AlmadenResearch Center. The micromagnetic simulation using OOMF software and the MFM mea-surements were performed by R. A. van Mourik. The content in this chapter is publishedas article, “Focused-electron-beam-induced-deposited cobalt nanopillars for nanomagneticlogic“, N. Sharma, R. A. van Mourik, Y. Yin, B. Koopmans and S. S. P. Parkin, Nanotech-nology 27, 165301, 2016.
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logicmagnet that responds to the magnetic state of multiple previously set nano-magnets forms a majority gate, essentially a programmable NAND/NORgate. These elements together generate a full logic set.Most commonly, NML systems consist of an array of thin rectangularnanomagnets placed long-edge-adjacent [123]. The two stable magnetiza-tion states (that encode a bit) are both in-plane directions along the nano-magnet long axis. Through magnetostatic fields, neighboring nanomagnetsprefer to be in opposite states (antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling) so that themagnetization alternates throughout the array. Majority gates are formedby intersecting a long-edge array with a short-edge array; the magnet at theintersection takes input from three of its neighbors and outputs its responseto the fourth. This exposes a problem of in-plane NML: signal transportand magnetostatic coupling behaves differently in long-edge adjacent andshort-edge adjacent directions, and majority gates require both.One way to solve this problem involves nanomagnets with out-of-planeanisotropy, so that bits are now encoded in two directions of out-of-planemagnetization. The magnets can have a square or circular base so that thereis no difference between long-edge and short-edge adjacent signal transport.Out-of-plane anisotropy can be achieved by using materials that exhibitperpendicular magnetic anisotropy, such as Co/Pt multilayers [124]. Themulti-step processing involved during nanofabrication adds more complex-ity. Alternatively, nanomagnets can be tall such that the shape anisotropyinduces out-of-plane anisotropy [125].We have used focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) tofabricate tall nanomagnets for NML. This technique for depositing mate-rials offers a unique and highly attractive possibility of fabricating three-dimensional functional nanostructures [126, 13, 12, 58]. Additional advan-tages include flexibility in substrate choice, possibility of deposition at pre-defined location, lateral resolution less than a few tens of nanometers, and

in situ growth monitoring. FEBID is capable of depositing structures ex-hibiting ferromagnetism; magnetic structures made using FEBID includeextraordinary Hall sensors [127], planar nanowires [128], and 3D nanowiresof arbitrary shape [48]. Control of the height of the deposit just by changingthe beam dwell time parameter allows altering the shape anisotropy, andin turn the coercivity, in the deposited magnetic structures. Combining thematerial choice with the ease of simply “writing“ by means of FEBID formsa feasible route towards studying NML [45, 94].Although on-chip integration of conventional NML structures and clock-ing has been widely studied [129, 130, 131], this integration has not beenstudied for FEBID-based NML. This novel combination can lead to the re-alization of added functionalities in future NML devices and can inspirefurther research in this area.Based on this motivation, here we report the successful fabrication ofFEBID based Co-nanopillars arranged in an array for NML experiments. Weshow that the array of nanomagnets responds to the clocking cycle driven bytwo ways: (1) global magnetic field and (b) current carrying Cu nanowirelying underneath the nanopillars. In particular, the magnetic nanopillars
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exhibit AF coupling at correct choices of the aspect ratio and the spacingbetween the nanopillars.
4.2 Sample preparationCobalt nanopillar samples for the NML experiments were fabricated using aFEI Nova Nanolab 600i dual beam system equipped with a Schottky emittergun. We chose Co because FEBID Co deposits show the highest metalliccontent among the other magnetic materials in our system. The base pres-sure of the chamber was always maintained in the 10−7 mbar range beforedeposition. Before the insertion to the chamber, the precursor was pre-heated to 26◦C. The deposition was carried out at room temperature, usingan electron beam in spot mode with a beam energy of 30 keV. The beamcurrent was varied from 20 to 44 pA in order to tune the diameter of thenanopillars. Oxidized Si wafers, having pre-patterned Au/Ti contacts (fabri-cated using conventional lithography techniques), were used as substrate. Insamples used for current-driven clocking, an additional Cu wire with cross-section 2 µm x 250 nm was fabricated using electron beam lithographyand lift-off, connecting two pre-patterned Au/Ti contacts. Arrays with Conanopillars of various aspect ratios and inter-pillar spacings were depositedon the Cu wires, with diameters ranging from 70 to 150 nm, heights from80 to 300 nm, and inter-pillar spacing from 15 to 60 nm. Within an array,the inter-pillar spacing as well as the aspect ratio of each nanopillar wasmaintained uniform. Figure 4.1(a) shows a scanning electron microscopeimage of such an array.Atomic probe tomography (APT) was carried out on a few samples aftertheir exposure to air to determine the atomic composition as well as the spa-tial atomic arrangement. The APT results give a purity of ~97 at.% cobalt.Moreover, they indicate that the outer few nm layer of the pillars is oxidizedbut in the bulk less than about 0.1 at.% is oxygen, and the remainder iscarbon. Such a purity falls in the upper end of purities reported elsewhere[25]. In addition, thin films of cobalt deposited using identical beam pa-rameters were analyzed in situ by the integrated energy dispersive X-rayanalysis (EDX) detector before exposure to air to determine their elementalcomposition; the measurement yielded 90 at.% cobalt, 4 at.% oxygen, andthe rest carbon. This corroborates the conclusion that the outer surface ofthe pillars can contain more oxygen.Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM)measurements, as well as clocking experiments were carried out on a Brukerdimension icon machine at IBM, outside the dual beam system, using tipscoated with magnetic CoCr.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Simulation resultsTo transport a bit through a nanopillar NML array, a clocking cycle is ap-plied. Magnetic field longitudinal or transverse to the chain axis sets all
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Figure 4.1: (a) Scanning Electron Microscope image of an array with pillarsof height 126 nm, diameter 79 nm, and separation 71 nm. (b) Atomic ForceMicroscopy image of an array with pillars of height between 93 and 119 nm,diameter 68 nm, and separation 75 nm.
the pillars’ magnetizations in the hard-axis (neutral) state. As the field re-laxes, the first pillar biased into a particular state by a bias field, startsto evolve into that state. Each subsequent pillar evolves according to itsneighbor until the signal reaches the end of the chain. The dimensions ofthe nanopillars have an important impact on the success of signal propaga-tion, just as in case of in-plane NML [132]. Specifically, the ratio of heightto diameter needs to strike a balance between high enough to be perpen-dicularly magnetized with thermal stability but low enough so the clockingfield can be small. Moreover, the aspect ratio has effects on the couplingbetween pillars and thus on correct signal propagation.To gain insight in the optimal geometrical parameters for nanopillarNML, we used the micromagnetic simulator OOMMF [133] to simulate sig-nal propagation through clocking cycles in arrays of 5 nanopillars withvarious pillar heights, diameters, and spacings. The program numericallysolves the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, producing the time evolutionof magnetization, discretized into cells of 5×5×10 nm3. The nanopillarswere modeled both by an ideal cylinder shape as well as, more close toreality a half-ellipsoid shape. In a single simulation, a clocking field of400 mT was applied either transversely or longitudinally to the array for5 ns (calculations [134] predict that 250–370 mT is necessary depending onthe dimensions). For 15 ns thereafter, the field gradually reduced to zero,
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Figure 4.2: Internal magnetization state of a (a) cylindrical or (b) half-ellipsoidal nanopillar of diameter 60 nm and height 120 nm. The cylinder’smagnetization has a vortex state, and the half-ellipsoid has vortex magneti-zation near the bottom but out-of-plane magnetization near the top.
while a 10 mT field biased the first nanopillar into the up state. If the aver-age out-of-plane components of magnetization finish up-down-up-down-up(AF coupling), the result is considered a success. To obtain a statistics, thesimulation was run 10 times for each particular set of parameters. Stochas-tic variation was introduced by superimposing a field of randomly orientedvectors of constant magnitude 0.2 mT per cell of the simulation grid.For every geometrical configuration with cylindrical nanopillars, the pro-portion of simulations that returned the correct magnetic state is listed inTable 4.1a (with longitudinal clocking field). The success rates are 10/10only in a few specific geometries. We repeated the simulations for the sameset of parameters using a transverse clocking field, but only a few param-eter sets resulted in success: success rates were 10/10 for (diameter [nm],height [nm], space [nm]) = (60, 160, 30), (60, 140, 40), and (60, 160, 50);4/10 for (60, 140, 30) and (60, 140, 50); and 0 otherwise. Also, for bothclocking directions, success of signal propagation increased with increasingseparation.It is of no surprise that transverse clocking fails more often. Unlikelongitudinally magnetized nanopillars, which reinforce each other’s magne-tization, nanopillars that are magnetized transversely in the same directionoppose each other’s magnetization. Consequently the reset state is unstableand the pillars’ magnetization will evolve erratically.One reason that the success rates with cylindrical nanopillars are ratherlow is that the internal magnetization of the nanopillars had a vortex mag-netic texture rather than a single domain, as shown in Figure 4.2(a). As aresult of the vortex preference, the overall out-of-plane component of magne-tization is rather small–generally less than 25 % of uniform magnetization–and thus the coupling between pillars is not very strong. Energy calculations[134] as well as simulation results confirm that the single-domain state onlybecomes preferable for much taller nanopillars. While the coupling betweenpillars is stronger in this case, the high aspect ratio makes the hard-axismagnetization in the reset state highly unstable so that pillars may ran-
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logicspacing diam. height [nm]80 90 100 120 140 160 200 240

30 60 0.1 0 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 080 0 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0100 0.2 0 0 0.1120 0 0 0 0
40 60 0 0 0 0.5 1 1 1 080 0 0.5 0.6 0.4 0 0.1 0 0.2100 0.5 0.5 0 0.4120 0 0 0 0
50 60 0.1 0 0 0.5 0.8 1 1 080 0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 1100 0 0.1 0.4 0120 0 0 0.2 0.2(a) cylinders
spacing diam. height [nm]80 90 100 120 140 160 200 240
30 60 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 080 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0100 0 0 0 1120 0 0 0 0
40 60 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 080 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0100 0 0 0 1120 0 0 0 0
60 60 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 080 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1100 0 0 1 1120 0 0 0 0(b) half-ellipsoidsTable 4.1: Success rates of simulations of a longitudinally applied clockingcycle on an array of five (a) cyclindrical or (b) half-ellipsoidal nanopillarsfor different diameters, heights, and spacing between them.

domly evolve to one state or the other before the signal arrives and renderthe operation erroneous.With half-ellipsoidal nanopillars, the results were more promising: formany configurations with aspect ratios (height to diameter) between about1.5 and 2.7, the array always ended in the correct state, while for all othersno success occurred (see Table 4.1b). Additionally, increasing the inter-pillar spacing increased the success rate. The half-ellipsoidal nanopillarsgenerally preferred a vortex configuration near the bottom gradually chang-ing into out-of-plane magnetization near the top (Figure 4.2(b)), with anotable exception of a fully single-domain out-of-plane state for the highestaspect ratio (240 × 60 nm2) configuration.
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From simulations, we conclude that the aspect ratio of the nanopillars iscritical to get correct antiferromagnetic coupling during a clocking cycle. Wehave fabricated NML arrays using FEBID keeping this in mind, and next wepresent results of clocking experiments performed on FEBID Co nanopillars.

FEBID-grown nanopillarsMagnetic information about the arrays of nanopillars was obtained usingmagnetic force microscopy (MFM). It is a non-invasive and high-resolutiontechnique for investigating small nanostructures. The MFM procedure fol-lows two measurement scans. In the first scan, the topography of the nanopil-lars is traced using tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). The re-sulting AFM image, shown in Figure 4.1(b), shows that very high qualityand uniform nanopillars have been fabricated. However, due to the natureof AFM, deep trenches between the pillars (as seen in the SEM image,Figure 4.1(a)) were hard to image. In the second scan, the tip-sample dis-tance is increased and the magnetized tip is scanned along the topographyline obtained in the first scan. The magnetic field lines originating fromthe nanopillars affect the vibration of the magnetically coated tip in sucha way that the phase component of the measurement relates approximatelyto d2Hz/dz2, where z is the out-of-plane direction. In this way, an MFMimage is obtained which, in our case, confirms the ferromagnetic nature ofour Co nanopillars grown by FEBID. In the image, shown in Figure 4.3(a),dark (light) regions indicate magnetization into (out of) the plane. The ac-companied halo of opposite color from the inside signifies the flux closurelines of the out-of-plane magnetized nanopillars.MFM was used not only to show the magnetic nature of the nanopillars,but also to observe whether the array responds correctly to a clocking cycle.In our experiments, the nanopillar array stands on top of a Cu nanowire, par-allel to the chain axis (see figure 4.4). Cu for clock wires was selected dueto its high conductivity and high current handling capacity, and for its wideuse in CMOS fabrication pocess. Current through the Cu nanowire gen-erates an Oersted field that magnetizes the pillars along their hard axes,transverse to the wire. As soon as the current was removed, the pillars’magnetizations relax to one of the two out-of-plane directions. MFM im-ages were taken before and after the clocking cycle to reveal the resultingmagnetic configuration.Before applying current, we observed whether an array would respondto a clocking cycle by a globally applied field. Figure 4.3 shows one resultof a clocking cycle using in-plane field. It manages to change the magneticstate from incorrect to correct. These pillars were, on average, 183 nm tall,104 nm in diameter (aspect ratio 1.8) and separated by 43 nm as measuredby SEM, consistent with those in successful simulations. Other devices withlower aspect ratios or higher spacing did change as a result of a clockingcycle by field, but did not end up in AF alignment.Next we investigated whether the Oersted field generated by a currentcarrying Cu wire rather than a global applied magnetic field can clock thenanopillar array. The nanopillars were initialized using a negative out-of-plane magnetic field of -200 mT and subjected to the Oersted field generated
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Figure 4.3: MFM images before (a) and after (b) a clocking cycle using field,during which the nanopillars’ magnetization arranges itself in the favorableantiferromagnetic configuration.
by a 10 mA current through the Cu wire on which they stand. Figure 4.5shows the result for an array with pillars of, on average height 148 nm,diameter 83 nm (aspect ratio 1.8), and separation 38 nm: in all cases, themagnetic configuration changed, with one device becoming magnetized inthe AF configuration (although one nanopillar failed to initialize), showingthat a nanopillar NML device with integrated clocking is possible.With the wire running parallel to the chain axis, the nanopillars are re-set in the transverse direction, which as previously discussed is less stablethan longitudinal clocking; the simulations attested with low success rates.Lining the NML array up perpendicular to the wire axis would yield lon-gitudinal clocking and possibly better results. However, the wire needs tobe quite a bit wider than the length of the array, otherwise the ends ofthe array might feel a large out-of-plane component from the Oersted field.Consequently, higher current would be required. Future experiments willinvestigate whether this improves the AF alignment after a clocking cycle.The experiment differs from simulation in another way: the absence ofinput bias. In simulations, an input signal was given at one end of the array,whereas in these experiments whichever magnet evolves first determines theoutcome. Future experiments will include a second current-carrying wirethat can bias the first nanopillar of the array through its Oersted field, asseen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic illustration of integration of on-chip clocking witha NML array of FEBID pillars (b) SEM image of two nanopillar NML arrayson a copper wire. Current through the horizontal wire provides the Oerstedfield transverse to the array to perform a clocking cycle. The Oersted fieldfrom the vertical wire can bias/send input to the first nanopillar for futureexperiments.
4.4 ConclusionsArrays of Co nanopillars as nanomagnets were fabricated using FEBID forNML applications. Measurements using APT show that they have highpurity, about 97 at.% cobalt. MFM imaging confirms ferromagnetic behaviorand shows that they are magnetized out-of-plane.Simulations show that for cylindrical nanopillars, successful signal prop-agation depends heavily on the nanopillar dimensions but somewhat alsoon the spacing between them. With half-ellipsoidal nanopillars that moreclosely approach our structures fabricated by FEBID, we determine that theoptimal aspect ratio is between 1.5 and 2.7. When arrays of nanopillars werefabricated on top of a Cu wire and subjected to a clocking cycle using exter-nal field or the wire’s Oersted field, the nanopillars responded by correctingtheir magnetic configuration. In some cases, they correctly attained the an-tiferromagnetic configuration. The results suggest that signal propagationby magnetostatic coupling to neighbors occurs but requires optimization ofgeometrical parameters for reliability.The flexibility of the FEBID technique lends interesting prospects forNML. Not only is it suited to create optimized 3D nanostructures, but itintegrates easily with magneto-electronic interfaces since the magnetic el-ements can be grown after the rest of the circuit is made. Finally, NMLdesigns with FEBID are not limited to nanopillars but can for example bea hybrid of in-plane and perpendicular elements.The idea of integrating the outstanding capabilities of FEBID with on-
chip clocking not only provide motivation to researchers working in the areaof NML and FEBID, but may give rise to the generation of a complete newhorizon of devices.
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Figure 4.5: MFM images of three devices before (left column) and after(right column) a clocking cycle using current in a wire parallel to the arrayaxis, during which they alter their magnetic configuration.



5Multi-channel Andreev Reflection in
FEBID/FIBID based Co-W
nanocontacts

In this Chapter, we make use of the capability of focused electron beam in-
duced deposition (FEBID) and focused ion beam induced deposition (FIBID)
to create functional hybrid nanodevices. Nanocontacts, using FEBID-cobalt
and FIBID-tungsten are fabricated in the geometry of Andreev reflection
(AR). We report the observation of multi-channel electron transport in these
Co-W nanocontacts. Anomalous Andreev reflection effect is observed to
which the conventional Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk (BTK) fit cannot be ap-
plied. In specific, we have observed multiple number of shoulders near the
Andreev reflection peak, whose origin is unknown in literature. We explain
this effect based on a simple model that takes into account the material prop-
erties of the FIBID grown W superconductor, as well as the specific interface
properties that are an outcome of using FEBID/FIBID as a fabrication tech-
nique. We show that numerical calculations using the BTK approximation
based on the consideration of multiple channels generates similar shoulders
as we observed in the AR experiments. Electrical measurements and X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy carried out on FIBID W deposits put additional
evidence towards multi-channel current transport occuring at the interface
of the nanocontacts.

†

5.1 IntroductionWhen a point contact is formed between a normal metal (N) and super-conductor (SC), under certain conditions it reveals enhanced conductanceat low bias voltage due to the Andreev reflection (AR) effect [135], shownin Figure 5.1. To observe this effect, usually the N-SC contact area needsto be limited to several nanometers. Due to the apparent simplicity ofthe experimental technique, the AR effect has found applications in the
†This chapter is published as “Multi-channel Andreev reflection in Co-W nanocontactsfabricated using focused electron/ion beam induced deposition“, N. Sharma, P. Vugts, C.Daniels, W. Keuning, J.T. Kohlhepp, O. Kurnosikov and B. Koopmans, Nanotechnology 25,495201, 2014.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic illustration of a normal reflection process and anAndreev Reflection process.
characterization of superconducting properties as well as the determina-tion of the spin polarization P of normal metals in the ferromagnetic state[136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142].In practice, however, the use and interpretation of the results of AR exper-iments is generally not straightforward in spite of the fact that they can bewell explained by the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) theory [143]. Oneof the reasons for this is the ill-defined properties of the superconductor atthe position of the point contact. If the properties of a point contact devi-ate only slightly from the bulk properties, introducing effective parameterssuch as superconducting gap (∆), scattering parameter (Z ), and the effectivetemperature (Teff ) may still lead to a reasonable consistence with theory–yet with a shape of the conductance curve that can deviate strongly fromthe ideal case. An example of the pronounced effect of scattering on the ARcurve as described by BTK is shown in Figure 5.2(a). However, in othercases, deviations can be so significant that it becomes difficult to extractany useful information from the AR data. In such a case, not only each pointcontact made of the same material combination may give rise to differenteffective (scattering) parameters, but also additional processes can becomeof relevance. The latter give rise to anomalous features in the AR curves.These can be superimposed on or completely can even mask the pure ARresults.Usually, such anomalies appear as extra peaks or minima in the ARspectrum which can influence its magnitude or even the entire shape. Anexperimental example of such a strong distortion is shown in Figure 5.2(b).Some of these additional features can be easily identified [144, 145, 146],whereas the explanation of others remain unclear. For example, doublegap superconductivity can induce the appearance of extra shoulders aroundthe maximum of the AR spectra [147, 148]. Minima, symmetrically situatedat both sides of the AR maximum, can be explained by a transition fromthe superconducting to the normal state near the point contact [146, 149].In both cases, the complications in the AR spectra are determined by theproperties of the superconductor, as well as its structure at the interface orclose to it. Therefore, the unusual shape of the AR spectra can depend on
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Figure 5.2: (a) Calculated AR curves according to the BTK theory for threeN-SC point contacts having different Z and P parameters. The red and blackcurve shows AR characteristics for ideal point contacts without scatteringfor spin polarization P = 1 and P = 0, respctively. The blue curve showsAR behavior of a point contact with finite interface scattering (Z = 0.2). Theinset shows a schematic of a N-SC point contact in the AR measurementconfiguration. (b) Experimental I-V and G-V curves showing anomalous ARbehavior that goes beyond the standard BTK theory. Data are typical forthe Co-W point contacts as used in this manuscript.
both, the technology used for fabricating the superconductor as well as thepoint contact itself.The use of FEBID and FIBID techniques for depositing materials ishighly attractive, since a unique possibility to fabricate 3D nanostructures ina single step is provided [126, 13, 12, 150]. Structures deposited by FEBIDand FIBID show interesting properties, which usually cannot be obtainedwith conventional deposition techniques. As an example related to our case,it has been shown that FIBID-grown tungsten material is superconductingwith a critical temperature (Tc) up to 6 K [151, 152, 27, 153, 154], whereasbulk W is a superconductor with extremely low Tc, i.e. 10 mK [155].Also, FEBID and FIBID offer a unique possibility to create functionalhybrid devices at the nanoscale. Hybrid devices attract huge research in-terest due to the remarkable properties exhibited by them, such as excit-ing physical phenomena, higher efficiency and increased device performance[156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161]. Both, FEBID and FIBID allow the depositionof different materials with controllable thickness and lateral size down to afew nanometers. Combining the material property with the ease of simply“writing“ a point contact by means of FEBID/FIBID has been reported tobe a feasible route towards AR point contact devices [46, 162].In this article we report on the successful fabrication of AR point con-tacts formed between FEBID cobalt (Co) and FIBID tungsten (W), showingspecific features in the AR spectra not resolved before. In particular, the ARspectra reveal multiple shoulders around their maxima similar to alreadyreported results [147, 148]. However, a more detailed analysis shows thatin our study the shoulders have a different origin, viz. a “multi-channel“
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Figure 5.3: SEM image of a Co-W nanocontact fabricated on Au/Ti contactpads to study the AR effect.
AR effect. We conjecture that this interesting regime is achieved due tothe specific properties of the FEBID grown superconductor, as confirmedby electrical measurements and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)resolving different superconducting phases in our deposits.We note that the choice of Co is guided by the fact that FEBID Co de-posits show the highest metallic content in our dual beam system and notbecause of its ferromagnetic nature. We verified that the anomalous featuresin the AR spectra were due to the multi-phase properties of the tungstensuperconductor and not due to the ferromagnetism by fabricating additionalpoint contacts between nonmagnetic FIBID platinum (Pt) and FIBID tung-sten. Finally, it would have been interesting deducing information on theCo spin polarization from the AR studies, but the anomalous features werefound to be too strong to allow a reliable extraction P for our FEBID Co.
5.2 Sample fabricationThe samples for point contact AR studies were fabricated in our FEI NovaNanolab 600i dual beam. The substrates were loaded to the vacuum chamberof dual beam a night before working period so that a base chamber pres-sure of 10−7 mbar was achieved before deposition. Co2(CO)8 and W(CO)6precursors were used to deposit cobalt (Co) and tungsten (W) respectively.The precursors were pre-heated to 26◦C and 55◦C respectively before theirinsertion to the chamber, while the depositions were carried out at roomtemperature. The electron beam was used for the deposition of Co and Wwas deposited using the Ga+ ion beam. Co deposition was carried out at 5kV, 6.3 nA and W deposition was carried at 30 kV and 44 pA. Oxidized Siwafers, having pre-patterned Au/Ti contacts (fabricated using conventionallithography techniques), were used as a substrate for making AR point con-tacts (see Figure 5.3). On each sample, eight Co-W nanocontacts werefabricated.The fabrication of each Co-W point contact was carried out in threesteps. First, a tungsten (W) nanowire with dimensions of length l=4 µm,width w=500 nm and height h= 200 nm was deposited on the outer twoAu/Ti contacts. Second, a Co nanowire with same dimensions as W was
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deposited on the other two Au/Ti contacts. In the final step, a nanocontactwas created by making a Co triangle between the Co, and the W nanowires(see Figure 5.3). It was ensured that after the Co deposition, no imaging wasdone with the ion source to exclude any modification or damage caused dueto irradiation by Ga+ ions. The set up used to carry out AR measurementsis shown in Figure 5.4.The fabricated nanocontacts were analyzed in situ with an integratedEnergy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) detector to determine their ele-mental composition before their exposure to air.In addition, atom probe tomography was carried out to analyze the com-position of the cobalt and tungsten material (in the form of nanopillars),using a LEAP 4000X HR from Cameca. APT analysis was performed out-side the dual beam. The APT system is equipped with a ultraviolet lasergenerating picosecond pulses at a wavelength of 355 nm. For the analy-sis, the nanopillar is placed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (pressure lessthan 1×10−10 mbar) and cooled down to a temperature between 20 and 75K. The experimental data is collected at a laser pulse rate of 100-200 kHzwith a laser power of 20-35 pJ per pulse. This laser beam has a Gaussianprofile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) approximately 3 µm.The tungsten nanopillars for APT measurements were grown using FIBID,with same beam conditions as we used for making AR samples, i.e., 30 kVand 44 pA. The W nanopillars grown at these parameters were thicker indiameter as compared to Co and Fe nanopillars, and were about 1.37 µmin diameter and 2.86 µm in length. To further reduce the diameter of thenanopillar to about 100 nm near the top, in order to perform APT measure-ments, additional etching was carried out. It is to note that the compositionof the W nanopillar was modified due to this additional step, but we assumeit to be small due to the very short beam exposure time used in this proce-

Figure 5.4: Pictures showing (a) the measurement set up used for studyingpoint contact Andreev reflection in Co-W nanocontacts, (b) the sample stick(c) a socket to be inserted in sample stick, and (d) chip carrier. The fabricatedsamples are first wirebonded to the Au pads of the chip carrier. The chipcarrier alongwith the sample is then inserted in the socket. This socket isinserted in the sample stick, which is placed in the measurement set up atthe sample stick insertion point.
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dure. The APT results of these W nanopillars are discussed in more detailin Appendix A.For electrical and AR measurements, the sample was taken out of thedual beam system and wire-bonded to Au pads on a chip carrier via Au/Ticontact pads. The chip carrier was then inserted in a He flow cryostat bymeans of a sample stick. Using He gas flow pumping, a temperature down to2.5 K was achieved in the cryostat. All electrical measurements were donein a four-probe configuration, as also sketched in the inset of Figure 5.2(a).The samples were first cooled down from room temperature to 4K and thenthe AR measurements were carried out using standard lock-in technique atvarious temperatures down to 2.5 K.Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of Co-W nanocontactswere carried out to determine the actual point contact size using a NT-MDTSolver scanning probe microscope. For X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS) measurements, additional FIBID-W samples having length l=50 µm,width w=60 µm and height h=100 nm were fabricated.XPS measurements were carried out using a Thermo Scientific K-AlphaXPS system. The deposition parameters for all the samples used for addi-tional studies (such as transport measurements and XPS) were kept identicalto those used for the AR experiments.
5.3 Results and DiscussionAFM measurements on fabricated Co-W point contacts revealed that thephysical size of contacts varied between 150 and 300 nm. Electrical mea-surements revealed room temperature resistances of the nanocontacts vary-ing between 90 and 200 Ω. The variation can be explained by the pos-sible difference in size as well as effective deposition parameters for eachnanocontact.In the AR measurements, Co-W nano-contacts revealed a complicatedconductance-voltage (G-V ) dependence as shown in Figure 5.5(a). Theobservation of the central conduction maximum within a few millivolts aroundthe zero bias voltage clearly confirms the presence of the AR effect in oursamples. However, several anomalous features deviating the AR curve canbe clearly recognized. In brief, these anomalies are : (a) Minima structureson both sides of the AR peak, (b) a zero bias conductance enhancement valueslightly above 2 (the highest value according to the BTK theory (P = 0 and
Z = 0), and (c) the presence of multiple shoulders. It is important to notehere that none of the above listed anomalies can be explained using theconventional BTK theory.Let us start with the first anomaly i.e. the appearance of minima structuresaround -10 and +10 mV. This anomaly has already been observed andanalyzed by other authors [146, 149]. The minima structures arise at the biasvoltage corresponding to the current when it reaches its critical value. Thesuperconductivity near the point contact area is destroyed by this current,leading to the appearance of minima structures in the AR spectra. Thisinterpretation is further confirmed by our analysis where we plotted minimaas a function of the temperature, as shown in Figure 5.5(d). The experimental
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Figure 5.5: (a) An experimental conductance-voltage (G-V) curve showing(i) Andreev reflection peak at zero bias (ii) Minima structures (iii) Multipleshoulders around the central conductance maximum and (iv) Zero bias con-ductance enhancement above a value of 2 (b) G-V curves corresponding todifferent Co-W point contacts (A, B, C and D) indicating that each point con-tact shows different number of shoulders. (c) G-V curves measured at varioustemperatures showing the evolution of existing shoulders and the emergenceof new ones at different bias voltages with the lowering of temperature. (d)Position (dots) and Fit (solid lines) of different minima (M#1 and M#2)and shoulders (S#1-S#5) as function of temperature. The fitting curvesfor the position of the minima are based on the dependence of the criticalcurrent on temperature, whereas for shoulders position, the dependence ofsuperconducting gap on the temperature is used.
data for the position of the minima matches very well with the fitting curvesbased on the dependence of the critical current on temperature [163]. Here,we assume that the position of the minima is proportional to the criticalcurrent.The notion that at bias voltages beyond the minima in the AR spectrathe superconductor is in the normal state has an important consequence onthe apparent amplitude of the AR peak at zero bias. According to the BTKtheory, the conductance ratio G(0)/G(eV > ∆)) has a maximum value of two,but assuming that the superconductor remains in the pure superconductingstate throughout the whole bias voltage range. In our case, the transition tothe normal state masks the proper value of G(eV > ∆). We verified that inour devices the resistance of tungsten in the normal state is not negligiblewith respect to the point contact resistance. Thereby we underestimate
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G(eV > ∆), and consequently overestimate the ratio G(0)/G(eV > ∆)),possibly leading to values larger than two.After having explained the minima at both side of the AR peak and thezero bias conductance enhancement, we address the third and most importantanomaly, i.e. the observation of multiple shoulders around the AR maximum.The presence of shoulders in AR spectra has already been reported in su-perconductors such as MgB2 [164, 165, 166], recently discovered Fe-basedsuperconductors [144, 147, 148], or others [145, 167, 168]. Although thepossible origins of different kind of the shoulders remain under debate, theappearance of the shoulders for these materials has been attributed to theanisotropic superconducting gap, specific band structure, or to the multipleAR effect. At a first glance, the shoulders observed in our experiments looksimilar to what has been already reported, but they are not the same.First, we observe that in some point contacts, more than one shoulderis present while in most of the other studies only one shoulder has beenreported. Also, in our case, the number of shoulders appearing for differentpoint contacts shows variation (see Figure 5.5(b)) while in other studies, nosuch observation has been reported. This implies that, in our case, the num-ber of shoulders present in a point contact is a specific property of that pointcontact itself, rather than the two constituent materials. Furthermore, we findthat within the same point contact, new shoulders evolve at different biasvoltages as the temperature is lowered as can be seen in Figure 5.5(c). Theposition of the shoulders is found to depend on the temperature, as shown inFigure 5.5(d). Interestingly, the experimental data shows perfect agreementwith the dependence of the superconducting gap on temperature [169, 170],as provided by the BCS theory. This analysis reveals that the shouldersreflect superconducting behavior. Moreover, the fit lines corresponding tothe different shoulders end up at different temperatures. It indicates thatthe shoulders originate from different grains/phases with different criticaltemperature within the point contact as sketched in Figure 5.6(a).Having found a possible explanation for all the anomalous features, wenext want to verify that they are due to the tungsten properties and notinherently depending on the ferromagnetic nature of cobalt. For this pur-pose, similar AR experiments were carried out with nanocontacts fabricatedbetween FIBID Pt and FIBID W. A typical result is shown in Figure 5.7.We found that also with FIBID Pt shoulders were present, and like for pointcontacts with Co, a different number of shoulders was observed in differentpoint contacts. From this we conclude that the ferromagnetic nature of Cois not playing any role in displaying the anomalies.We conjecture that the underlying mechanism for the appearance of mul-tiple shoulders can be explained by a simple model of our point contactsas shown in Figure 5.6(a). We assume that at the interface, various phasesare present and the electron transport is occuring via multiple conductionchannels, represented as G1, G2 and G3 in Figure 5.6(a). These channelsare probed simultaneously in one AR measurement. The observation of dis-tinguishable contributions from individual channels is possible only if thecoherence length ξ in the superconductor is less than the contact diameter
d of the PC. In such a case, the total conductance of a point contact G(V )
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Figure 5.6: (a) Proposed multi-channel electron transport occuring at theinterface of the point contact. It can be seen how different phases/grainsare present at the point contact contributing individually to the final con-ductance (b) Numerical calculations based on BTK approximation showingthree individual G-V curves, each chosen with proper superconducting pa-rameters (represented by different colors) (c) Superposition plot of the threeAR curves mentioned in (b) generating similar shoulders as observed exper-imentally.
can be written as a sum of AR signals coming from individual participatingchannels as :

G(V ) = W1G1 +W2G2 +W3G3 (5.1)with W1+W2+W3 =1,where W1,W2, W3 are the respective weights and G1, G2 and G3 are therespective normalized conductances for each participant channel.Separate channels can have different superconducting parameters (suchas Z , ∆). When choosing three different channels with proper parameters(see Figure 5.6(b)), an AR spectrum can be constructed similar to the ex-perimental observation as shown in Figure 5.6(c). It should be emphasizedthat any channel contributes to the final conductance, only if its criticaltemperature is achieved.
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Figure 5.7: Presence of shoulders in point contacts of FIBID platinum withFIBID tungsten, measured at 3.0 K. Inset shows a SEM image of the Pt-Wpoint contact
Now we explain our observation of multiple shoulders by taking intoaccount the above proposed model. It has been reported that the coherencelength in FIBID-W:C superconductors is about 6 nm [27], which is muchless than the size of the point contacts. The APT analysis of the depositedtungsten material (discussed in more detail in Appendix A, see Figure 5)reveals that the deposited tungsten material consists of ~65 at.% W, ~17at.% Ga, ~17 at.% C, and ~1 at.% O. The compositional analysis using in situEDX resolved a slightly different composition, ~57 at.% W, ~18 at.% Ga, ~22at.% C, and ~3 at.% O . The reason behind the observation of higher atomicpercentages of carbon and oxygen in EDX was already discussed in Chapter2 and 4. The ratio of W and C, and high amount of carbon detected by APT,EDX as well as XPS indicates that metallic tungsten and tungsten carbidephases are present. The XPS etch profile, represented in Figure 5.8(a) alsoconfirms that FIBID tungsten is deposited as a multiphase material. Variousphases such as metallic W, tungsten carbides, as well as tungsten oxidesare resolved. Such a deposition of several phases in the same material withtheir critical temperatures lying in our measurement range has already beenreported earlier by other authors [162, 171].The electrical measurements on FIBID tungsten material also indicatedthe possible presence of several phases. The room-temperature resistivityvalues for FIBID tungsten nanowires using standard four probe method werefound to be about 1600 µΩcm. This value is about an order higher than whathas been reported by other authors [27], but can be associated with the dif-ference in the dual beam system and deposition parameters. The resistance

R versus temperature T measurements displayed in Figure 5.8(b) shows adrop of resistance to zero value for FIBID-W nanowires and indicates theonset of superconductivity below 5 K. On a closer look at the same mea-surement, we see that the drop of resistance to zero value occurs in multiplesteps. This can be associated with several phases of the material with dif-ferent critical superconducting temperatures. In literature, this has not been
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Figure 5.8: (a) XPS Etch profile indicating the presence of various phases atdifferent thicknesses for the case of a 100 nm thick FIBID tungsten deposit.The data for pink and green curve have been multiplied by a factor of 5 forbetter readability and to show that tungsten oxides are also present at theinterface of W deposit with the substrate. (b) Resistance versus temperaturemeasurements carried out at different applied currents showing a drop ofresistance to zero value at the onset of superconductivity. This graph alsoshows that the drop of resistance to zero value takes place in multiple steps.
reported earlier in FIBID grown W material deposited using the same pre-cursor material. The presence of different critical temperatures agrees wellwith our XPS analysis, which resolved a multi-phase material.The foregoing conclusion of having different phases with different criticaltemperatures, explains the observation of different number of shoulders indifferent point contacts as shown in Figure 5.5(b). As the temperature is de-creased, a larger number of phases reach their critical temperature and par-ticipate in the AR process which looks like the appearance of new shoulders(see Figure 5.5(c)) with the decrease of temperature. The superconductingbehavior shown by the shoulders reveals different critical temperature foreach fitting curve, as shown in Figure 5.5(d), thereby, indicating towardsthe presence of multiple superconducting phases in the point contact. Theagreement of the proposed model together with numerical calculations andexperiments clearly indicate towards the multi-channel electron transportoccurring at the interface, giving rise to the anomalous AR behavior in ourCo-W point contacts.
5.4 ConclusionsSuperconducting tungsten material with novel properties is grown using theFIBID technique. Due to the specific conditions provided by the deposi-tion process, a multiphase material is deposited, as also revealed by X-rayphoto-emission spectroscopy. The multi-phase material shows several stepsin the resistance versus temperature measurements, indicative for multiplesuperconducting transition temperatures. Anomalous Andreev reflection withmultiple shoulders around the AR peak is observed in point contacts of FIBID
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W both with FEBID Co and FIBID Pt. The presence of multiple shoulderstogether with other deviating features points towards multi-channel electrontransport. The individual contribution from each channel is observed distin-guishably due to the low coherence length of FIBID tungsten as comparedto the size of nanocontacts. By depositing materials showing interestingproperties using FEBID and FIBID technique, research possibilities can beexplored to study unknown processes occuring at nano length scales, givingrise to completely novel phenomena. Our results present a new case of theinteresting functionality at the nanoscale that can be achieved by FEBIDand FIBID, but the technology is capable of opening new perspectives bytuning the material properties together with the remarkable possibility ofnanostructuring.



6Other focused-electron-beam induced
deposition based applications

This Chapter includes two different applications of FEBID, investigated at
a preliminary level. The first application is about controlled manipulation
of DWs through a magnetic wire, using stray fields of FEBID-grown 3D
magnetic nano-objects. FEBID nanopillars, as “tunable DW pinning sites“,
are grown next to a magnetic conduit. Stray field calculations are carried
out for ideal cylindrically-shaped magnetic nanopillars, by varying their
height, diameter and distance from the DW conduit. In-plane and out-of-
plane components of the stray magnetic fields are compared to achieve the
desired pinning effect. Experimental measurements on the real samples are
carried out using Kerr microscopy that indicate towards the observation
of stray field induced DW pinning due to the presence of these magnetic
nanopillars.

The assembling of single nano-components finds great interest in the
research on novel nanoelectronics devices. However, precise control over
handling them is still a big challenge. The second application offers a solu-
tion to this issue by utilizing the local deposition and the etching capability
of the dual beam. We demonstrate a procedure to pick, place and electrically
contact single nanowires that can be used in micro- and nano- engineering
applications. Ex situ electrical measurements on an indium arsenide single
nanowire are shown to establish the reliability of this procedure. †

6.1 Domain wall pinning with FEBID-Co nanopillarsAs introduced in Chapter 1, a domain wall is a region that separates mag-netic domains of two different orientations. Novel concepts have been pro-posed for magnetic memory and logic devices that involves controlled motionof these domain walls [8, 172, 173, 174]. The data in these devices is stored
†The DW motion investigations were carried out in collaboration with Y. Yin at Eind-hoven University of Technology. The Pt/Co/Pt magnetic nanowires/DW wire conduits werefabricated by Y. Yin using electron beam lithography. The nanowire manipulation projectwas carried out in collaboration with Peter Offermans and Sywert Brongersma at HolstCenter/Imec, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. The indium arsenide nanowires used for themanipulation purposes were fabricated by Peter Offermans.

69
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in the magnetic states of the domains, where the nucleation and propagationof the DWs allow for the input, manipulation and readout of this stored infor-mation. However, two requirements should be met: (1) a reproducible wayto create a single magnetic DW at a well-defined position in the nanowireand (2) control over its exact pinning position (the position at which themotion of the DW is restricted or completely stopped).Mostly, two approaches are employed to realize the desired outcome. Inthe first approach, geometrical constrictions such as a notch [175], a bend inthe strip [176] or a large pad at the end of the strip [177] are used as artificialpinning sites. The geometrical constrictions act as stationary traps for theincoming DWs, thereby providing a precise pinning position for the DW forcontrolled pinning and depinning (release of DW from pinned position).Another promising possibility is the use of local magnetic fields gener-ated by nearby placed magnetic objects. The dipolar stray magnetic fieldsof these magnetic objects have already been used as a tailorable and highlylocalized source of magnetic field, at the nanoscale. Metaxas et al [178]have shown that the stray fields produced by an array of nanodots, fabri-cated using conventional lithography, can influence the velocity of a DW inan underlying magnetic layer. Even, the stray fields of the DWs have beenreported to influence their surroundings [179]. DW pinning in such systemsis caused by the magnetostatic interaction between the DW and the strayfields of these magnetic objects.The result of using these geometrical constrictions or localized magneticstray fields is that a pinning potential energy landscape is created for theincoming DWs, where the DWs move under the action of magnetic fieldsand/or spin-polarized currents.Generally, the above mentioned approaches work well in in-plane mag-netized materials, but they become less effective in materials having per-pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). This is because, in PMA materials,the strong perpendicular easy axis dominates over the shape-induced effectscausing nucleation of the DWs at random sites [180].An interesting way of creating “tunable DW pinning sites“, using FEBID-grown magnetic nanopillars, in PMA-based devices (Pt/Co/Pt) has beendemonstrated by Franken et al [44]. The authors utilized the stray fields ofmagnetic nanopillars to locally control the pinning and the depinning of theDWs through a magnetic conduit. The nanopillars were placed on the topof the conduit as shown in Figure 6.1. Their investigations revealed thatthe pillar height and its magnetization direction are important parametersfor controlled DW pinning and depinning.In order to controllably nucleate a domain wall at a specific position andits controlled manipulation through the PMA wire, the authors utilized aspecific property of PMA itself. By controlled bombardment of Ga ions in aspecific area, the anisotropy of the PMA was locally reduced and this cre-ated a well-defined DW injection region. Also, the anisotropy discontinuitydeveloped at the boundary of the Ga-irradiated area served as an effectivepinning site for controlled DW manipulation.In contrast to Franken [44], we place the FEBID-Co magnetic nanopillarsnext to the DW conduit (instead of on top) and investigate the role of their
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the configuration investigated by Franken et al [44]to demonstrate stray field induced DW pinning. A magnetic nanopillar isplaced on the top of a magnetic DW conduit and its stray fields are utilizedto control the DW motion through the DW conduit. The position of the DWpinning is determined by the position of pillars. Image adapted from [180].
stray fields in controlling the pinning and the depinning of the DWs. Aschematic drawing of the configuration used in our study is displayed inFigure 6.2(a). The advantage of this configuration is that a control over theDW movement can be achieved without any alteration to the conduit/wire.Also, the fabrication of magnetic objects directly on the top of the strip canlead to the creation of defects. Such defects act as DW pinning site andcan cause DW pinning at the position of their occurrence. By overcomingthis drawback, we try to manipulate the DW pinning behavior purely by thestray fields of these nearby placed magnetic nano-objects, which is of greatimportance for the reproducibility of these devices.Additionally, as we mostly focus on the out-of-plane component of thestray fields due to the pillars, the potential energy landscape created bythese stray fields is shown in Figure 6.2(b) and (c). In the absence of anyexternal applied magnetic field, the incoming DW faces an energy barriershown in Figure 6.2(b), and gets pinned. When a magnetic field is applied,this energy landscape starts to tilt and at a certain value of applied magneticfield, the DW is able to pass through. This value of the applied magneticfield is called the DW pinning field. The tilting of energy barrier on theapplication of higher applied field is shown in Figure 6.2(c).In the present work, a pilot study is performed to investigate our systemtheoretically as well as experimentally. Stray field calculations are carriedout for an ideal case of uniformly magnetized cylindrically-shaped pillars.Different parameters, such as pillar height, width of the DW conduit andthe distance between the pillar and the strip edge are varied to understandtheir influence on the DW movement through the conduit, via tuning thein-plane and the out-of-plane stray fields of pillar. Experimentally, the DWpinning behavior is investigated due to the out-of-plane stray fields usingKerr microscope from Evico magnetics in polar configuration. More detailson Kerr microscopy can be found in [181, 182, 44].
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic of the configuration used and defined coordinatesystem for investigating the stray field induced DW pinning due to thepresence of the pillars. Potential energy landscape felt by the DW due tothe out-of-plane stray fields of the pillars (a) in the absence and (b) in thepresence of an external applied field. The external applied field reduces thebarrier height by tilting this energy landscape and helps the domain wallto pass through.
Sample fabricationTo perform the DW motion experiments, DW conduits in the form of nanowiresor strips, having length about 15 µm, width 500 nm and thickness about6 nm, were fabricated on oxidized silicon substrates. The strip patternswere defined by electron beam lithography (EBL) and lift off. Pt(4 nm)/Co(0.6 nm)/Pt (2 nm) thin films were sputtered on the defined pattern. Thedetailed description of the fabrication of these Pt/Co/Pt nanowires can befound in [44].Once the strips with PMA were fabricated, a small part of them wasirradiated with low dose of Ga ions (very short exposure time and ion beamcurrent, 1.5 pA). This Ga ion irradiation locally modifies the atomic ar-rangement of the magnetic nanostrip near the irradiated area and alter itsmagnetic properties. The anisotropy in this area is reduced, helping a DWto nucleate from this position.The Co nanopillars were grown in our FEI Nova Nanolab 600i dual beamsystem. The growth mechanism of the nanopillars is already discussed inChapters 3 and 4. Samples containing fabricated PMA wires were loadedin the dual beam chamber a night before the day of operation. Next toeach magnetic strip a cobalt nanopillar was deposited using FEBID. Conanopillars with diameters from 80 to 200 nm were grown using a Co2(CO)8precursor, at a distance of about 60 nm to 200 nm away from the wireedge. A SEM image of one such Co nanopillar placed next to the magneticnanostrip is shown in Figure 6.3(a). This pillar was grown using an e-beamvoltage 30 kV and a current 0.63 nA. The pillar possess a radius R of about80 nm, height h = 2 µm and is placed about 180 nm away from the wireedge. The diameter of the pillars was controlled by choosing optimal values
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Figure 6.3: (a) SEM image of a FEBID Co nanopillar deposited next to aDW conduit. This pillar is grown using an e-beam voltage of 30 kV and acurrent 0.63 nA and the image is taken by tilting the sample stage to 52degrees.
of electron beam current and voltage. The pillars for DW experiments weregrown using the spot mode of the electron beam (where the beam stays at afixed position), with beam voltage 30 kV and beam currents between 44 pAto 0.63 nA. The height of the pillars was tuned by changing the dwell timeof the electron beam. The pillars were grown with height between 1 and6 µm.
Results and discussionSimulation resultsThe stray fields calculations were carried out for an ideal cylindrically-shaped magnetic pillar of radius R and height h, placed next to a DWconduit/magnetic strip. The investigated configuration and the defined co-ordinate system are shown in Figure 6.2(a). We approximate the pillar to aninfinitely long narrow rod, where all the magnetic moments are assumed tobe concentrated along its long axis. In that case, the stray fields from thisrod can be exactly described by two magnetic monopoles, placed h distantapart. The DW in our configuration possesses a Bloch wall structure andfor pinning due to out-of-plane stray field components, the DW width turnsout to be of little importance, and is therefore assumed to be vanishinglysmall. For pinning by in-plane components, we use a DW width of 2∆ andassume the DW to be polarized by the stray fields of the magnetic pillars.We approximate the pillar with one having R = 0 and in that case,the stray fields from the wire can be exactly described by two magneticmonopoles. The saturation magnetization of the Co pillar is taken as Ms,pillar=1.44×106 A/m (bulk value of Co) and for Pt/Co/Pt wire Ms,strip =1.40×106A/m. In calculations, R and d are used as 75 nm and 150 nm, respectively.A complete overview of these calculations is given in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The dependence of the out-of plane and in-plane stray fields,at (0,d,0), on the pillar height is shown. Taller pillars produce much higherin-plane stray fields as compared to the out-of-plane stray fields. (b) Thepinning field is calculated for the out-of-plane case when one (black) or twopillars (red) are employed. The enhancement of the pinning effect occurswhen two pillars are used, each one placed on one side of the conduit. Thewidth w of the strip is taken as 500 nm in both (a) and (b).
The calculations reveal that the out-of-plane stray fields tend to increasewith the aspect ratio (height/radius) of the pillars, however, they become in-finitesimally small for pillars of very large aspect ratio, see Figure 6.4(a). Weexplain this result by considering the analogy of the pillar with a magneticdipole, mentioned earlier in the assumptions. However, in our configuration,the bottom monopole lies in the z = 0 plane and therefore produces only anin-plane component of magnetic field at the position of the strip. Thereby,the out-of-plane component of the stray field arises entirely due to the mag-netic monopole placed at the top of the pillar. When h becomes infinitelylarge (for infinitely long cylinders), the out-of-plane component due to theupper monopole also vanishes to an infinitesimally small value. This way,

h serves as an important parameter in tuning the stray fields for pinning ofDWs. Also, the largest out-of-plane stray fields, at the edge of the wire,are generated by pillars with specific pillar heights. Our calculations revealthat this largest value is obtained at about h = 1.5 R .With the same analogy of a magnetic dipole, we can explain the increaseof in-plane stray fields with increasing pillar height. However, in contrast tothe out-of-plane stray fields, the in-plane fields tend to saturate for pillarsof larger aspect ratio. Huge in-plane stray fields, upto 120 mT, can beobtained for taller pillars, as shown in Figure 6.4(a). However, the in-planestray fields drop much faster as we move further from the strip edge, asdepicted in Figure 9(b) in Appendix B.The results of the pinning field calculations, carried out for the out-of-plane stray fields, are shown in 6.4(b). These calculations reveal thatabout 10 mT maximum pinning field is obtained by placing one pillar (for
h = 2.5 R ) next to the conduit. However, this pinning effect can be enhancedby sandwiching the strip between two magnetic nanopillars, each one placedon one side of the strip.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Schematic of the configuration investigated experimentally,using Kerr microscopy. (b) Optical image of the fabricated sample by Kerrmicroscope. A Pt/Co/Pt strip is shown with Co nanopillar (bright spot)placed next to the wire. The colored rectangles indicate different regionsdefined in the schematic diagram. (c) Kerr measurements of region 1 (blueand cyan curves) and 2 (purple and pink curves) are shown. Two measure-ments are displayed to show the repeatability of the results. The observationof different switching fields for region 1 and region 2 indicates that strayfield induced DW pinning may have occurred in our experiments, due to thepresence of the magnetic nanopillar.
The pining field calculations for in-plane stray fields, shown in Fig-ure 10(a) and (b), reveal that in-plane stray fields produce lower pinningfields for 500 nm wide strips (assumed everywhere in the calculations andused for experimental measurements), however, the pinning field can be in-creased significantly by employing thinner magnetic strips.It is worthwhile to mention here that the simulation results obtainedabove can not be compared with the simulation results discussed in theChapter 4. The reason is that the calculations made in Chapter 4 employedshort nanopillars (80-240 nm high pillars), where the internal magnetizationpossessed a vortex magnetic texture rather than a single domain. In con-trast, calculations made in this Chapter employ much taller pillars (~2 µm),assuming their single domain behavior and that magnetic moments are con-centrated only at the axis of the cylinder. Nonetheless, these simple cal-culations provide a useful insight into the physics and the spatial profile ofthe involved magnetic fields components and can serve as a motivation fordetailed exploration of such physical systems.

Experimental results and discussionPilot experiments were carried out in the configuration shown schematicallyin Figure 6.5(a), using Kerr microscopy. First, the magnetic strips werechecked for their PMA behavior and once they showed PMA, FEBID-Copillars were grown next to them. An optical image of the fabricated sample,taken in the Kerr microscope, is shown in Figure 6.5(b), where the Co pillarcan be seen as a bright spot placed near to the Pt/Co/Pt strip.
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In a Kerr measurement, first, the sample is fully magnetized in one (z-)direction by applying a very high magnetic field (about 110 mT, maximumachievable in our Kerr microscope system). Several measurement regionsare defined in the conduit and the Kerr signal is measured for each definedregion as a function of applied magnetic field. As the magnetic field issweeped from negative to positive or vice versa (in the z- direction), a DWis nucleated in this process in the Ga-irradiated part that propagates to thenon-irradiated part with further increase of applied magnetic field.The Kerr measurements of regions 1 and 2, carried out simultaneouslyand in the presence of pillar, are shown in Figure 6.5(c). Here, region 1 isbetween the Ga-irradiated part of the strip and the pillar and the region 2is on the right side of the pillar, see Figure 6.5(a). The pillars investigatedin this measurement possessed a radius of about 100 nm, a height of 3 µmand were placed about d=120 nm away from the strip edge. As the appliedmagnetic field in the z- direction is increased, a DW is nucleated in theGa-irradiated region. At a certain value of the applied field, this DW getsinjected into the non-irradiated part of the strip. The injection of the DW isobserved as a magnetic switching in the Kerr measurements (see region 1,Figure 6.5(c)). This observed switching field directly provides the value ofthe DW injection field for the strip. In the Kerr measurements of the region2, a magnetic switching at an applied field higher than the DW injectionfield is observed. This result indicates that stray field induced DW pinninghas occurred in our experiments, due to the FEBID-Co magnetic nanopillarspresent nearby. The measurements were repeated several times in order toconfirm the reproducibility of the outcome and two measurements for eachregion are shown here, as an example. The blue and cyan curves correspondto two measurements of region 1 and purple and pink curves correspond totwo measurements of region 2. A DW injection field of about 1 mT and apinning field at about 2 mT can thus be deduced.We note that the experimentally obtained values of the pinning field arelower than the calculated ones. These deviations can be explained by takinginto account several factors. First of all, we made some severe approxima-tions in our calculations. An ideal case of cylinder is investigated in ourcalculations while the top of the pillar possesses an ellipsoidal-shape inreality. Also, thermal excitations will lower the obtained values of injectionand pinning fields. Lastly, the material grown by FEBID possesses a pu-rity lower than 100 at.% as some amounts of carbon and oxygen are alwayspresent in the deposit, lowering the magnetization and further reducing thepinning field.Nevertheless, our preliminary observations indicate the feasibility of us-ing nearby placed FEBID-magnetic nano-objects for manipulating the DWpinning behavior. As these nano-objects are grown using FEBID, they canbe locally positioned at any desired place near the DW strip, without alter-ing the pre-existing structure of the device. Also, the growth parameters ofthese nano-objects can be easily changed for tuning the pinning field. Asan outlook of this work, other configurations can be considered to further ex-plore the DW pinning effect due to the presence of nearby placed magneticnanopillars.
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6.2 Single nanowire manipulationIn recent decades, nanowires (NWs) have attracted considerable attentiondue to their interesting fundamental properties and exciting prospects forfuture nanoscale electronics devices. Due to their one-dimensional geometryand unique possibilities to engineer their electronic, mechanical and opticalproperties, NWs hold a great promise in various device applications such assensors [183], solar cells [184], random access memories [185], light emittingdiodes [186], lasers [187, 188], field effect transistors [189, 190, 191], andphotodiodes [192].To fully realize the enormous potential of functional nanodevices basedon NWs, novel methods must be investigated to manipulate and assemblethese nanowires in devices, with complete control over orientations at anyspecific spatial position. Significant advancements have been made in thegrowth and characterization techniques for NWs, but post-growth manipu-lation of NWs to a desired position in a precise manner and contacting themelectrically still continues to be a difficult challenge, due to their small size.Various NW manipulation strategies [193] have been employed, such as,using atomic force microscopy [194], dielectrophoresis [195, 196], optoelec-tronic tweezers [197], magnetic fields [198] and holographic optical traps[199], however, most of these approaches lack in providing reliable electricalcontacts between NWs and the pre-patterned metal contacts.Here, we present a robust and reliable procedure to manipulate a singlewire to a pre-defined position, in a well-controlled and precise manner, asshown in Figure 6.6. This procedure utilizes both FEBID and FIBID. Weshow that the NW can be easily transported and electrically contacted topre-patterned Au/Ti metal contacts. The procedure, allowing the NW to bepositioned in desired orientation, can be applied to various types of NWs:metallic, semiconductor, metal oxide or insulating. The procedure is carriedout in a dual beam vacuum chamber with the help of Kliendiek probes. An ex
situ grown indium arsenide (InAs) NW is used to demonstrate its controlledmanipulation. Electrical measurements are carried out in situ as well as ex
situ to confirm the reliability and robustness of the procedure.
Sample PreparationHigh quality vertical InAs nanowire were grown at the Holst Center on in-dium phosphide (InP)(111) substrate by the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) tech-nique, using e-beam patterned gold nanoparticles as catalyst, see Fig-ure 6.6(a). Trimethyl indium and arsine (AsH3) gases were used as pre-cursor materials, which were transported in H2 atmosphere. The substrateswere heated to a growth temperature of 500◦C, and the NWs were grownfor about 600 seconds. This approach results in a high yield of verticallygrown tapered InAs nanowires, about 10-55 µm long and having a diameterof about 1 µm at the thicker end.An InP substrate carrying ex situ grown InAs NWs was loaded to thedual beam chamber, together with another substrate having pre-patternedmetal contacts. These metal (Au/Ti) contacts were fabricated on oxidizedsilicon wafers using conventional lithography techniques. The manipula-
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tion procedure was carried out using specially designed Klendiek manipu-lators/probes, already introduced in Chapter 2. These Kliendiek manipula-tors were installed in the dual beam system at the time of sample loading.Co metal contacts were fabricated, using Co2(CO)8 precursor, for any kindof gluing/contacting purposes. The Co2(CO)8 precursor was pre-heated to26◦C, as a standard procedure, before its insertion to the chamber, whilethe depositions were made at room temperature. Here, Co has no specificrole other than being metallic, and therefore can be replaced by any othermetal, such as platinum, tungsten or gold. It is chosen for its high purity(and hence conductivity) among all available precursors installed in our sys-tem. Metal deposition was always carried out using the focused electronbeam and any etching/cutting was performed by using the focused Ga ionbeam. During the manipulation procedure, the base pressure of the cham-ber was maintained in the 10−6 mbar range, to ensure good quality metal(Co) deposition. The in situ electrical measurements were carried out usinga two-point probe method within the dual beam. Afterwards, the sampleswere taken outside the dual beam, wire bonded to the Au pads on a chipcarrier and measured using a ex-situ four-point probe geometry.
Manipulation procedure and MeasurementsNW synthesis generally requires optimized growth conditions. It is thereforereasonable to assume that most of the time these NWs need to be trans-ported from their place of growth (source) to the place of contact (destination)for the purpose of characterization or assembling to complex architectures.Let us define these two substrate as source substrate and destination sub-strate, respectively. The source substrate contains ex situ grown NWs,which are either standing vertically or lying fallen on the substrate. Thedestination substrate possesses pre-patterned metal contacts, on which thewire needs to be placed and contacted after manipulation. The manipula-tion procedure of transporting and electrically contacting an InAs nanowireto pre-patterned metal contacts, is shown pictorially in Figure 6.6 and iswritten in the form of steps below:Step 1: First, a nanowire is selected based on its length, diameter,and texture. If the NW is standing vertically, it is made to fall down onthe substrate with the help of a Kliendiek manipulator. Once the NW liesdown well on the substrate (or if an already lying down NW is chosen, asshown in Figure 6.6(b)), the tip of the Kleindiek manipulator is brought closeto the thicker end of the nanowire, without really touching the NW. Caremust me taken while landing the Kliendiek tip near to the NW. It must bedone smoothly and slowly, otherwise the tip can hit the substrate and theresulting vibrations can lead to NW detachment or even its escape from thesubstrate.Step 2: While the Kliendiek tip is slightly above the substrate surfaceand also close to the end of NW, the gas injection needle is inserted into thechamber, near to the NW. Once the needle reaches its equilibrium positionand there are no further vibrations, the Kliendiek tip is slowly approachedfurther towards the NW, until it makes a contact with the NW, as shown inFigure 6.6(c).
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Figure 6.6: Pictorial presentation of single nanowire manipulation procedureusing Kleindiek micro-manipulator. This procedure is demonstrated for anindium arsenide nanowire.
Step 3: The Kliendiek tip touching the NW are glued together by adeposition, defined and formed by FEBID (Co in our case). This causes afirm attachment of the NW to the Kliendiek tip. A NW glued to the Kleindiektip is shown in Figure 6.6(d).Step 4: Now, the Kliendiek, alongwith the NW, is lifted up slightlyand the gas needle is retracted back. The kleindiek is lifted up to avoidthe detachment of the NW due to any vibration caused by this action (seeFigure 6.6(e)). Any movement of the Kleindiek, at this stage, should be doneslowly and carefully.Step 5: The Kleindiek alongwith the NW is lifted up higher and while itstays at fixed position, the desired location (where the NW is to be placed)is reached by only moving the substrate/stage. While moving the stage, theheight differences between the two substrates must be taken into consider-ation.Step 6: At the pre-defined location, the stage rotation allows the place-ment of the NW in a correct orientation, with respect to the pre-patternedmetal contacts. The Kliendiek and the NW are brought down slowly and be-fore they touch the substrate, the gas needle is inserted. The NW is brought
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down completely on the metal contacts (see Figure 6.6(f)) and four metal(Co) contacts are defined (see Figure 6.6(g)) and fabricated using FEBID,as shown in Figure 6.6(h). In this way, a reliable electrical connection ismade between the NW and the pre-patterned metal contacts. After makingthese contacts to the NW, no stage movement is allowed, as it can causebreaking or detachment of the NW.Step 7: Lastly, using the focused ion beam, a cut is made on the NWnear the tip of the Kleindiek, which detaches it from the manipulator. TheKliendiek manipulator with remaining part of the NW is lifted up and broughtto a safe position. Also, the gas needle is retracted back.This electrically contacted NW, shown in Figure 6.6(i), can be used forfurther in situ or ex situ characterization or any other device applications.However, for in situ electrical measurements, the Kliendiek tip must becleaned well using the focused ion beam. In this manner, a precise movementof single NWs and their easy integration to pre-existing structures can berealized in a well-controlled fashion.
Experimental results and discussionTo confirm the reliability of our manipulation procedure, several indium ar-senide (InAs) NWs were transported, contacted and measured electrically,
ex situ in four-point probe geometry. The electrical characterization wascarried out by measuring the current-voltage (I-V ) characteristics of theseInAs NWs. The resistivity values were calculated by approximating thenanowires with a cylindrical geometry, using the formula ρ = Rπd2/4l,where R is the NW resistance calculated from the measured I-V curves, dis the NW diameter and l is the length of the NW between the contacts.The I-V behavior of one such InAs NW is displayed in Figure 6.7, wherethe linear I-V characteristics indicate towards the formation of ohmic con-tacts. The resistivity of this InAs NW, having average diameter d = 350 nmand length l = 18 µm, is calculated to be about 2.3 x 10−2 Ωcm, whichis consistent with earlier published reports [200]. Similar resistivity valueswere obtained for other InAs nanowires, manipulated and measured in thisway. This shows that the manipulation procedure demonstrated by us isconvincing, reproducible and robust for targeted applications.As a summary, a flexible and easy way to controllably transport andelectrically contact single nanowires is demonstrated, utilizing the localdeposition and etching facility of the dual beam. InAs nanowires are em-ployed for this manipulation procedure, where convincing resistivity valuesare obtained from their current-voltage measurements. Our method providesa simple and promising approach for future integration technologies, withthe possibility to directly assemble and subsequently address individualnanoscale devices and their precise placement at pre-defined position in ahighly reliable manner. In particular, this application does not rely on themagnetic properties of the grown material, however, it shows a broad scopeof FEBID as a nanofabrication technique for engineering nano-electronicdevices, making it an attractive nano-tool for fabricating 3D devices.
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6.3 ConclusionsTwo different applications of FEBID were investigated at a preliminary level.First, a pilot study was made to investigate the role of stray magnetic fieldsof nearby placed magnetic nano-objects on the movement of DWs througha magnetic wire. The preliminary observations using Kerr microscopy pointtowards stray field induced pinning in our experiments. Second, an exam-ple of manipulating and assembling single components at the nanoscale isshown by utilizing the local deposition and etching capability of the dualbeam. Single nanowires were shown to be manipulated, transported andelectrically contacted at a pre-defined position, in a well-controlled andreliable manner.The discussed applications in this Chapter illustrate a broad scope ofFEBID in various areas of science and engineering, by local modificationof the environment at the nanoscale, without affecting the pre-existing ar-chitecture. More importantly, these applications demonstrate that FEBIDcan be easily integrated with other advanced nanofabrication technologies,opening new routes towards fabrication of novel micro- and nano-electronicdevices.The possibility to directly deposit nanosize materials of unusual proper-ties opens a new gateway to all kinds of material engineering applications.A new class of hybrid devices can be realized by locally combining differentmaterials, where one or more of them can be deposited using FEBID orFIBID. The alternatives to these technologies, with many other advantages,are rare, making them a preferred choice for future nanofabrication.





Summary

The field of nanotechnology exploits novel functionality in nano-sized parti-cles, nanostructured materials, surfaces and nano-devices arising from theirrestricted dimensionality. Remarkable discoveries have been made and thefield has now spanned over many science disciplines in an ubiquitous man-ner, from fundamental science to applications ranging from common consumerelectronics to health and communication. There is still plenty to explore andtherefore, huge efforts are being invested in developing nano-patterning andnano-lithographic techniques allowing easy fabrication and investigation ofcomplex nanoscale devices relying on novel phenomenon emerged at atomicdimensions.Advancing from two to three dimensions anticipates added functionalityin future nanodevices, but is challenging to implement at the same time.High-end technological tools are requisite for such a realization. An excel-lent route towards this direction is provided by using focused electron beaminduced deposition (FEBID) as a nanofabrication tool, a direct-write 3Dtechnique for efficient prototyping that has performed incomparably amongother established nanofabrication technologies such as electron-beam andUV optical lithography.The possibility to directly pattern with high accuracy a variety of mate-rials on almost any substrate (including highly structured surfaces), patternflexibility and alignment capability makes it ideal for accessing single nano-objects. Being mask-less provides higher processing flexibility as it offersa simplified process by decreasing the number of involved steps and avoidseventual resist contamination. Although rooted on a simple principle anddemonstrating excellent performance, it involves highly complex conceptsmaking it challenging to understand and control entirely. Despite the highpotential, one major limitation with this technique is the limited purity ofthe deposited material (especially for the case of 3D nano-objects) and con-sequently high resistivity when metallic deposition is anticipated.This thesis focuses on exploring the novel applications of FEBID inthe area of nanomagnetism and spintronics. Specifically, it addresses fourthemes: (i) Fabrication and compositional analysis of highly pure 3D mag-netic nanostructures, (ii) use of arrays of Co nanomagnets for applicationsin nanomagnetic logic, (ii) fabrication and investigation of novel physicalphenomenon in ferromagnet-superconductor based hybrid nanodevices, (iii)manipulation of single nano-objects, such as nanowires and (iv) controlling
83
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domain wall motion through a magnetic wire by stray fields of nearby placedmagnetic nanomagnets.To bring about the desired functionality in any targeted application,fabricating highly pure structures is a pre-requisite condition. Specificallyin magnetic materials, the magnetic behavior is governed by the magneticmetal concentration in the deposited nanostructure. Attaining high purityin FEBID based structures has always remained as a challenge and thecomplexity even increases when the nanostructures are desired to be fab-ricated in 3 dimensions as compared to being planar. Here, we empha-sized on enhancing the magnetic metal atom concentration in the fabricatednanostructures by optimizing the FEBID process parameters. Remarkably
high-purity (97 at.% Co) 3D nanostructures, never reported so far, were fabri-cated. Besides, we made use of a highly specialized 3D nano-charaterizationtool, atomic probe tomography, for accurate determination of the spatial andatomic arrangement in the fabricated nanopillars.

High purity Co nanopillars were grown in an array configuration forapplications in nanomagnetic logic (NML), in particular information trans-fer. The antiferromagnetic coupling between adjacent nanomagnets, a pre-requisite condition for NML, was achieved, as demonstrated by magneticforce microscopy. On-chip clocking was first time integrated to FEBID-based NML architectures and successful preliminary results were obtained.Focused ion beam deposited (FIBID) tungsten has been reported to showsuperconducting behavior at higher temperatures (about 5 K) as comparedto its pure counterpart deposited using conventional deposition techniques.Utilizing this property, we fabricated and analyzed functional hybrid nan-odevices (ferromagnet-superconductor) in the layout of point-contact An-dreev reflection. The conductance-voltage measurement revealed an anoma-lous behavior pointing towards physical phenomenon, multi-channel Andreevreflection. Our analysis and results can, now, explain not-yet understoodanomalies reported/observed by other authors.Finally, again gaining from the possibility to deposit magnetic mate-rial at any preferred location of desired shape and size, pilot experimentswere carried out to investigate the influence of magnetic stray fields origi-nating from a nearby placed magnetic nanoobject on the domain wall mo-tion through a domain wall conduit. It has been reported previously thatnanopillars on top of domain wall (DW) conduit/magnetic wire can indeedcontrol the pinning and depinning of the DW. In this thesis, we address thenanopillars positioned next to the wire for DW motion study with variationin their number, height, diameter, distance from the conduit. Here, we out-stand by achieving controlled DW manipulation without any alteration to thepre-existing structure. The preliminary results obtained in this study pointtowards observation of stray-field induced DW pinning in our configuration.Devices based on assembling single nanosize components are gettinghighly popular in the area of electronics, photonics, solar energy, bio-sensing and data storage. They rely on interesting properties displayedwhen the surface to volume ratio is high. In those devices, it is important tobe able to precisely control the position of these nano-objects and contactthem at will. Using the local deposition capability of FEBID and etching
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using ion beam (also available in the dual beam system), a procedure to pickand place and electrically characterize a single nanowire is demonstrated.With that, we conclude that FEBID offers a highly versatile, flexibleand attractive nanofabrication technique that allows direct-writing of realcomplex 3D nano-architectures. Nano-sized materials exhibiting unusualproperties can be easily deposited, opening novel routes towards all kindsof material engineering applications. The flexibility to create alloys andhybrid structures at the nanoscale, together with the ease of integration withother nanofabrication technologies, makes FEBID an attractive nano-tool forcreating future 3D nanoelectronic devices. Interesting device functionalitycan be achieved by modifying the environment locally at the nanoscale,without altering the pre-existing architecture. Thus, a broad scope of FEBIDin research fields such as spintronics, nanomagnetism and plasmonics canbe seen by fabricating novel and complex 3D architectures for applicationsin magnetic data storage, logic and sensing.





Appendix A

An APT study on a Co pillar grown at 5 kV and 98 pA is shown in Figure 1.The result shows that it is composed of ~89 at.% cobalt, ~5 at.% oxygen and~6 at.% carbon. The atomic concentration in this specific pillar is also foundto be homogeneous along its diameter and thickness except for the outermost~5 nm, in which the oxygen concentration increases. This indicates thatsome cobalt atoms, present at the top part of the pillars, are oxidized intoCoxOy and, in addition, some precursor molecules are not fully dissociatedat low voltage.

Figure 1: APT results of a Co pillar grown at 5 kV and 98 pA, having60 nm diameter and 5.6 µm length. (a) Compositional 3D reconstruction ofCo FEBID nanopillar from the APT spectra. Inset shows the compositional3D reconstruction on the SEM image of the 3D Co nano-object. (b) Com-positional concentration (atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar radius(cylinder volume, radius= 20 nm, 80 nm<depth<100 nm). (c) Compositionalconcentration (atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar thickness (cylindervolume, radius=20 nm).
Figure 2 shows an APT study of an iron pillar grown at 5 kV and 98 pA.The study reveals that the atomic concentration in this specific pillar isalso homogeneous along its diameter and thickness except for the outermost10 nm. The pillar is found to be composed of ~78 at.% iron, ~15 at.% oxygenand ~7 at.% carbon. Some iron atoms get oxidized into FexOy, as depictedin the collected mass spectra from APT measurements, shown in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2: APT results of a Fe pillar grown at 5 kV and 98 pA, having60 nm diameter and 1.6 µm length. (a) Compositional 3D reconstructionof Fe FEBID nanopillar from the APT spectra. (b) Compositional concen-tration (atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar radius (cylinder volume100 nm<depth<150 nm, radius= 20 nm,). (c) Compositional concentration(atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar thickness (full cylinder volume,radius=20 nm).
The 2D elemental distributions of (a) Fe and (b) Co pillars, grown at 5kV, with their normalized radius are depicted in Figure 3. The results showsthat homogeneity in pillars grown at 5 kV is less pronounced than thosegrown at high (30 kV) voltages.

Figure 3: Elemental distribution of (a) a Fe pillar and (b) a Co pillar,deposited at beam voltage 5 kV.)
Also, we present the APT measurements carried out on non-magnetictungsten (W) nanopillars. We have used tungsten as superconducting mate-rial in the study of point contact Andreev reflection (AR) measurements, seeChapter 5. These W nanopillars were grown with same beam conditions, i.e.,
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30 kV and 44 pA, as we used for making AR samples. The W nanopillarswere grown using FIBID. At these deposition conditions, W shows super-conducting behavior (already shown by W nanowires in Chapter 5). The Wnanopillars grown at these parameters were thicker in diameter as comparedto Co and Fe, and were about 1.37 µm in diameter and 2.86 µm in length.To further reduce the diameter of the nanopillar to about 100 nm near thetop, in order to perform APT measurements, additional etching was carriedout. It is to note that the composition of the W nanopillar was modified dueto this additional step, but we assume it to be small due to the very shortbeam exposure time used in this procedure.The composition of the W nanopillar after etching was found to be ~65at.% W ~17 at.% C, ~17 at.% Ga and ~1 at.% O, depicted in Figure 4.The compositional three-dimensional reconstruction of a W FIBID nanopillarfrom the APT spectra is shown in Figure 5. It is already discussed in Chapter5 that the multiphase character of this FIBID W is responsible for displayingthe multi-channel Andreev reflection effect. Also the same result is obtainedfrom the full mass spectrum data (shown in Figure 6) of APT measurements.Peaks of tungsten, tungsten carbide as well as tungsten oxides are clearlyevident.

Figure 4: APT results of W nanopillar. Compositional concentration(atomic %) as a function of the nanopillar (a) radius (cylinder volume,0 nm<depth<96 nm) (b) thickness (full cylinder volume, radius~10 nm atz=0 and ~48 nm at z=96 nm).
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Figure 5: APT results of a W pillar grown with FIBID at 30 kV and 44 pA,having 1.37 µm diameter and 2.86 µm length. (b) Compositional 3D recon-struction of W FEBID nanopillar from the APT spectra. (c) 2D elementaldistribution of W pillar (normalized radius of W (full cylinder volume)).
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Appendix B

Here, we calculate the stray fields generated by a magnetic pillar for asimple case of a magnetic cylinder. We investigate the influence of thesestray fields on the domain wall motion across a nearby placed magnetic wire.The defined configuration and coordinate systems used for calculations aredisplayed in Figure 6.2(a) in Chapter 6.The x , y and z coordinates are defined considering the bottom centerof the pillar as origin (x=y=z=0). The bottom of the pillar and the DWconduit lie in the x-y plane, while pillar height increases in +z direction.The center bottom of the pillar and the edge of the DW strip are a distance
d apart in the y-direction, with d>R . The magnetization of the pillar isassumed to be pointing in the upward direction, i.e. the z-direction. Themagnetic strip possess a width w and thickness t, with t smaller than anyother relevant length scale. The DW in our configuration possesses a Blochwall structure and for pinning due to out-of-plane stray field components,the DW width turns out to be of little importance, and is therefore assumedto be vanishingly small. For pinning by in-plane components, we use a DWwidth of 2∆ (about 7 nm in our case) and assume the DW to be polarizedby the stray fields of the magnetic pillars.The pillar is treated as an infinitely long narrow rod where all the mag-netic moments are assumed to be concentrated along its long axis. Themagnetization is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the cylinder. Thesaturation magnetization of the Co pillar is taken as Ms,pillar =1.44×106A/m (bulk value of Co)and for Pt/Co/Pt wire Ms,strip =1.40×106 A/m. Also,
R is taken as 75 nm (so d = 150 nm), wherever used in calculations.The pillar is formed by summation of infinitesimally small magnetic mo-ments dm, where each magnetic moment can be defined as dm = πR2dzMs,pillar .The out-of-plane stray magnetic fields at any position (x, y) in the x-y planecan be calculated as:
Bz(x, y) = πR2Ms,pillar

∫ h

0
µ04π
( 3z2(x2 + y2 + z2)5/2 − 1(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2

)
dz,(6.1)which gives,

Bz(x, y) = − hµ0R2Ms,pillar4 (h2 + x2 + y2)3/2 (6.2)
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Figure 7: The z-component of magnetic field (-Bz) at position (0,y,0) isplotted as a function of (a) pillar height for indicated distances, and (b)distance from the magnetic strip edge in the y- direction for indicated pillarheights.
Out-of-plane stray fields are plotted as a function of the pillar height hand the distance away from the strip edge in +y direction in Figure 7(a) and(b), respectively. As the pillar height increases, the stray field increases,reaches a maximum and then decreases for taller pillars. We explain itwith an analogy of two magnetic monopoles, placed h distant apart. As thebottom monopole lies in the z = 0 plane in our configuration, it producesonly an in-plane component of magnetic field at the position of the strip.This means that the z- component of the stray field arises purely due to themagnetic monopole placed at the top of the pillar. It can also be inferred thatin order to achieve the largest stray field at the edge of the wire, the pillarshould posses a height of about h=1.5R . The strength of the out-of-planestray fields decreases with distance away from the pillar.Now, we derive the DW pinning field due to the out-of-plane componentof the stray magnetic fields. First, we calculate the change in the Zeemanenergy E of the magnetic system as a function of the DW position x due tothe presence of the magnetic pillar. The rate of change of E as a functionof x is given by:

dE
dx = tMs,strip

∫ d+w
d

Bz(0, y)dy (6.3)
The depinning of the DW due to an external applied field Bz,pin occurswhen dE

dx due to the pillar is equal and opposite to dE
dx due to the externalapplied field, i.e, when (dEdx )pillar = −(dEdx )applied field. Solving Bz,pin from thisequation yields:

Bz,pin = −µ0R2Ms,pillar

(
w
√
d2 + h2 + d

√
d2 + h2 − d√(d+ w)2 + h2)

4hw√d2 + h2√(d+ w)2 + h2, (6.4)This pinning field is plotted as a function of pillar height in Figure 8(a),yielding a maximum pinning field of ~10 mT with one pillar (of height h =
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Figure 8: The pinning field due to the z- component of magnetic field (-Bz)is plotted as a function of (a) pillar height for 500 nm wide strips and (b)magnetic strip width for pillar height h =2µm.
2.5 R ). However, by sandwiching the wire between two magnetic pillars,each one on one side of the wire, this pinning effect can be enhanced. Lowerpinning fields are observed for wider strips, as shown in Figure 8(b).Next, we calculate the in-plane component of the stray fields. The y-component of the dipolar stray field By at any position (x, y) is given by:

By(x, y) = πR2Ms,pillar

∫ h

0
µ04π
( 3yz(x2 + y2 + z2)5/2

)
dz, (6.5)

The in-plane and out-of-plane component of the stray fields are comparedin Figure 9. For pillar heights with h >> R , the magnitude of the in-planestray magnetic fields is much larger than the out-of-plane stray fields. In-plane stray fields upto 120 mT can be obtained for taller pillars, whilethe out-of-plane component of stray fields reach infinitesimally small valuefor pillars with very large aspect ratio. However, the in-plane stray fieldsdrop much faster, as we move further from the strip edge, as depicted inFigure 9(b).

Figure 9: The in-plane, y-, and out-of plane, z-, components of the straymagnetic field at (0,d,0) are compared as a function of (a) pillar height for500 nm wide strips and (b) distance from the magnetic strip edge in y-direction for indicated pillar heights.
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Lastly, we calculate the DW pinning field due to the in-plane componentof the stray fields. The calculations are made for a simple case of infinitelylong pillars. Contrary to the case of the out-of-plane component (wherethe pinning position is at x = 0), the pinning position due to the in-planestray fields deviates from x = 0. We calculate this pinning position by firstcalculating the DW energy as a function of the position x in the DW conduit.In these calculations, we also make use of the domain wall parameter, thetotal domain wall width (2∆).The DW energy at any position x in the wire can be calculated as:

EDW = 2∆tMs,strip

∫ d+w
d

By (x, y)dy (6.6)
Now, we differentiate the equation 6.6 with respect to the position xand solve for the positions of maxima and minima, where the first solutionprovides the DW pinning position. The pinning field due to y- componentof the stray fields is calculated at this pinning position. The results of thepinning field calculations are shown in Figure 10(a) and (b).

Figure 10: The pinning field due to the in-plane, y-, component of magneticfield, for infinitely long pillars, is plotted as a function of (a) distance from themagnetic strip edge in y- direction for 500 nm wide strips and (b) magneticstrip width.
In-plane stray fields produce lower pinning fields for 500 nm wide strips(assumed everywhere in the calculations and used for experimental mea-surements), however, the pinning field can be increased significantly byemploying thinner magnetic strips.We again emphasize that calculations made above model nanopillars asideal cylinders. This approximation yields lower estimation of stray fields.In order to obtain more accurate results, the calculations must take intoaccount that the magnetic moments in the pillar are distributed throughoutthe full cylinder, rather than concentrated only at the axis.
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